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North Sydney Centre Review - Interim Report

Report of Brad Stafford, Senior Strategic Planner
The North Sydney Centre Review aims to identify and implement policies and
strategies to ensure that the North Sydney retains and strengthens its role as a key
component Sydney’s global economic arc, remains the principal economic engine of
Sydney’s North Shore, and becomes a more attractive, sustainable and vibrant place
for residents, workers and businesses.
Part of the Review process involves the regular reporting of Review progress and any
other relevant matters to Council. This report provides an update on the current state
of play within the North Sydney Centre, an indicative project structure and associated
timeframes, and acknowledges the receipt of the recently completed North Sydney
Economic Study undertaken by external consultants Hill PDA.
Importantly, the report also seeks Council’s endorsement of the attached tender briefs
for the Traffic and Pedestrian Management Study and Marketing and Promotion
Strategy, both of which are to be undertaken by external consultants. These are
important components of the review process with the briefs having been developed in
consultation with Communications and Traffic.
The broad program of works will inform and set the direction for the North Sydney
Centre and provide the basis for the overall North Sydney Centre Review and
Council’s efforts to revitalise and strengthen this dynamic commercial and mixed use
centre.
The financial implications related to the Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan and
Marketing and Promotion Strategy briefs are addressed in full by the 2013/14 budget.
Recommending:
1. THAT Council note the progress and structure of the North Sydney Centre Review
outlined in the report
2. THAT Council endorse the attached Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan
brief.
3. THAT Council endorse the attached Marketing and Promotion Strategy brief.
A Motion was moved by Councillor Marchandeau and seconded by Councillor Bevan
1. THAT Council note the progress and structure of the North Sydney Centre
Review outlined in the report
2. THAT Council endorse the attached Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan
brief.
3. THAT Council endorse the attached Marketing and Promotion Strategy brief.
4. THAT the report be referred to the CBD Working Group and the Neutral Bay and
Crows Nest Streetscape Committees.
An amendment was moved by Councillor Baker and seconded by Councillor Morris
1. THAT Council note the progress and structure of the North Sydney Centre Review
outlined in the report.
2. THAT Council endorse the attached Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan brief
and include the Residential density further up the Pacific Highway, towards Crows
Nest and St Leonards.
3. THAT Council endorse the attached Marketing and Promotion Strategy brief.

4. THAT Council refer this paper to all Precinct Committees, all Streetscape
Committees and all Reference and Working Groups.
5. THAT Council resolve to ensure that the Planning Review for the North Sydney
CBD is open, transparent and inclusive.
6. THAT Council note that it has undertaken to commence a review of late night
trading and small bars and that the review is already in Council’s Delivery Plan for
2013/14.
The Motion was withdrawn.
The Amendment became the Motion and was put and carried.
Resolved to recommend:
1. THAT Council note the progress and structure of the North Sydney Centre Review
outlined in the report.
2. THAT Council endorse the attached Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan brief
and include the Residential density further up the Pacific Highway, towards Crows
Nest and St Leonards.
3. THAT Council endorse the attached Marketing and Promotion Strategy brief.
4. THAT Council refer this paper to all Precinct Committees, all Streetscape
Committees and all Reference and Working Groups.
5. THAT Council resolve to ensure that the Planning Review for the North Sydney
CBD is open, transparent and inclusive.
6. THAT Council note that it has undertaken to commence a review of late night
trading and small bars and that the review is already in Council’s Delivery Plan for
2013/14.

Voting was as follows:
Councillor
Gibson
Reymond
Carr
Bevan
Butcher
Burke
Barbour

For/Against 8/0
Yes
No
Y
Absent
Absent
Y
Absent
Absent
Absent

Councillor
Morris
Clare
Baker
Robertson
Marchandeau
Beregi

Yes
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

No

RESOLVED:
1. THAT the Current Appeals and Results - September 2013 report be received.
2. THAT Council note the progress and structure of the North Sydney Centre Review
outlined in the report.
3. THAT Council endorse the attached Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan brief
and include the Residential density further up the Pacific Highway, towards Crows
Nest and St Leonards.
4. THAT Council endorse the attached Marketing and Promotion Strategy brief.
5. THAT Council refer this paper to all Precinct Committees, all Streetscape
Committees and all Reference and Working Groups.
6. THAT Council resolve to ensure that the Planning Review for the North Sydney
CBD is open, transparent and inclusive.
7. THAT Council note that it has undertaken to commence a review of late night
trading and small bars and that the review is already in Council’s Delivery Plan for
2013/14.
8. THAT Council retain its current nominees to the Joint Regional Planning Panel for
another year.
9. THAT the Joint Regional Planning Panel membership be reviewed in one year’s
time.
10. THAT Council raise the issue of Proposed Amendment to 2013 LEP - Heritage
Provisions with the Department of Planning and Infrastructure at its next quarterly
meeting.

11. THAT following completion of Recommendation No.10 above, Council staff write
to the Department of Planning and Infrastructure seeking a formal response to the
issue.
12. THAT upon receiving formal advice from the Department of Planning and
Infrastructure, the matter be reported back to Council.
13. THAT this issue also be discussed at the regional level through NSROC, with a
view to making a joint representation to the Minister.
14. THAT Council receive the attached standard conditions for imposition on
development consents in accordance with relevant provisions of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and Regulations 2000.
15. THAT Council note the Preamble to the standard conditions.
16. THAT Council note that the standard conditions are reviewed and updated by
Senior Planning Staff on an ongoing basis and as circumstances dictate.
17. THAT the standard conditions and report be referred to the JRPP and NSIPP for
information.
18. THAT the staff involved in the project (Stephen Beattie, David Hoy, Robyn
Pearson, Fiona Mulcahy, Vesna Ristic, Zarko Cvetkovic, Geoff Mossemenear,
Lucinda Varley, Lisa Trueman, Long Huynh and Adrian Pannucio) be congratulated
and thanked for their efforts.
The Motion was moved by Councillor Baker and seconded by Councillor Burke.
Voting was as follows:

Councillor
Gibson
Reymond
Carr
Bevan
Butcher
Burke
Barbour

For/Against 12/0

Yes
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

No

Councillor
Morris
Clare
Baker
Robertson
Marchandeau
Beregi

Yes
No
Y
Absent
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Report to General Manager
Attachments:
1. Hill PDA North Sydney Centre Economic Study
2. Traffic and Pedestrian Management Study brief
3. Marketing and Advertising Strategy brief

SUBJECT:

North Sydney Centre Review - Interim Report

AUTHOR:

Brad Stafford, Senior Strategic Planner

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The North Sydney Centre Review aims to identify and implement policies and strategies to
ensure that the North Sydney retains and strengthens its role as a key component Sydney’s
global economic arc, remains the principal economic engine of Sydney’s North Shore, and
becomes a more attractive, sustainable and vibrant place for residents, workers and
businesses.
Part of the Review process involves the regular reporting of Review progress and any other
relevant matters to Council. This report provides an update on the current state of play within
the North Sydney Centre, an indicative project structure and associated timeframes, and
acknowledges the receipt of the recently completed North Sydney Economic Study
undertaken by external consultants Hill PDA.
Importantly, the report also seeks Council’s endorsement of the attached tender briefs for the
Traffic and Pedestrian Management Study and Marketing and Promotion Strategy, both of
which are to be undertaken by external consultants. These are important components of the
review process with the briefs having been developed in consultation with Communications
and Traffic.
The broad program of works will inform and set the direction for the North Sydney Centre
and provide the basis for the overall North Sydney Centre Review and Council’s efforts to
revitalise and strengthen this dynamic commercial and mixed use centre.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The financial implications related to the Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan and
Marketing and Promotion Strategy briefs are addressed in full by the 2013/14 budget.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. THAT Council note the progress and structure of the North Sydney Centre Review
outlined in the report
2. THAT Council endorse the attached Traffic and Pedestrian Management Plan brief.
3. THAT Council endorse the attached Marketing and Promotion Strategy brief.
Signed:
Endorsed by:
Manager Strategic Planning
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LINK TO DELIVERY PROGRAM
The relationship with the Delivery Program is as follows:
Direction:

2. Our Built Environment

Outcome:

2.2 Improved mix of land use and quality development through design excellence
2.5 Sustainable transport is encouraged
2.6 Improved traffic management

Direction:

3. Our Economic Vitality

Outcome:

3.1 Diverse, strong, sustainable and vibrant local economy
3.2 North Sydney CBD is one of Australia’s largest commercial centres
3.3 North Sydney is a place that attracts events

BACKGROUND
Council’s Legal and Planning Committee considered a report on the North Sydney Centre at its
meeting of 11 March 2013. The report provided a background and recent historical overview of
the Centre and outlined preparations for a comprehensive planning review of the area. The
minutes of the Legal and Planning Committee were adopted by Council on 18 March 2013.
The objective of the North Sydney Centre Review study is to identify and implement policies
and strategies to ensure that the North Sydney retains and strengthens its role as a key
component Sydney’s global economic arc, remains the principle economic engine of
Sydney’s North Shore, and becomes a more attractive, sustainable and vibrant place for
residents, workers and businesses.

SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT
The sustainability implications were considered and reported on during the initiation phase of
this project.

DETAIL
1. The North Sydney Centre
This section provides brief discussion of several matters influencing the North Sydney
Centre. Its aim is to provide Councillors with additional background to that delivered in
previous reports and papers. Comments have been made as to the lack of a “strategy” or
“vision” for the CBD. In Planning terms the CBD has for sometime been clearly positioned
as a Commercial Centre with a strong business hour focus. The Centre has stringent parking
controls and this in turn has led to the co-operation with the State Government on the North
Sydney Station upgrade. The business hour emphasis was established due to Council
concerns regarding the amenity impacts upon residential areas in close proximity to the
Centre. The Centre’s peripheral areas have been identified for mixed use and the success of
that approach is evident by recent development and approvals.
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1.1 State Government Objectives
The key strategic vision and statutory requirements under State Government legislation or
guiding documents, including the existing and draft Metropolitan Plans for Sydney, will be
considered during the Review. Liaison with the Department of Planning and other key
departments will be required.
It is noted that the Department of Planning and Infrastructure, through its current and draft
Sydney Metropolitan Plans, has been very clear in its characterisation of and vision for North
Sydney as a key component in the commercial and economic engine of ‘Global Sydney’, and
wishes to see that role maintained and strengthened.
The Department has also been supportive of Council’s efforts to facilitate development
within the mixed use periphery of the North Sydney Centre through their support of recent
planning proposals that have encouraged such development. As mentioned this Council effort
has been very successful with a significant number of buildings being constructed or under
construction.
Historically, the Department has indicated that it would like to see Council investigate ways
to provide further commercial yield at the periphery of the Centre. Council has requested that
the Department clarify its stance on these longstanding matters. This is important in
consideration of other land use that may reduce the commercial yields or affect the
commercial core.
1.2 Railway Station Upgrade Agreement
Clause 6.5 of NSLEP 2013 limits commercial growth within the North Sydney Centre to
250,000m2 of net additional commercial floor space approvals, calculated from the coming
into force of NSLEP 2001 Amendment No.9 in 2003. As reported to Council’s Legal and
Planning Committee on August 12 2013, a 200,000m2 review trigger point was reached in
May 2012, representing a key driver of the wider North Sydney Centre Review.
The 250,000m2 limit on net additional commercial floor space relates to an agreement struck
between Council and the State Government committing the State to undertaken railway
infrastructure upgrades in North Sydney, including the re-development of the North Sydney
Railway Station, completed in 2010. Council collects a railway contribution from
development applications proposing an increase in commercial floor space in the Centre, and
forwards this to Transport NSW.
Given that growth of the Centre is limited by the estimated capacity of public transport
infrastructure, Council will need to work cooperatively with the State Government to plan for
any potentially expansive growth of the Centre.
1.3 200,000m2 Trigger for Review
As touched on above, one of the key drivers of the North Sydney Centre Review is the
statutory obligation, via Clause 6.5(4) of North Sydney LEP 2013, to undertake a review of
controls relating to the North Sydney Centre in that plan, once approvals of 200,000m² of net
additional commercial floor space have been granted under it. The figure was reached in May
2012, through the JRPP approval of a development application for 177-199 Pacific Highway
(Norberry Terrace), representing an additional 39,000m² of commercial floor space, and
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triggering the formal review process.
The net additional commercial floor space figure recently slipped back below the 200,000m²
mark, owing to a number of mixed use approvals within the North Sydney Centre that have
resulted in net losses of commercial floor space.
Approvals along the Pacific Highway between Berry and McLaren Streets for the conversion
of commercial buildings to predominantly-residential mixed use buildings have, whilst
contributing to the growth and revitalisation of the Centre, inadvertently caused the dip in net
commercial floor space approvals. The net loss of commercial floor space approvals from
January to June 2013 totalled 4,977m², with the overall net approvals figure currently
196,665m².
Despite the reduction in net commercial floor space approvals the North Sydney Centre
Review will continue, given that the terms of reference of the Review extend well beyond the
issue of commercial floor space.
1.4 Current Policy Position
Since LEP 2001 was gazetted, the North Sydney Centre has been marked by a clear
delineation of a commercially-zoned core (with a prohibition on residential development) and
a mixed use periphery. This planning policy and zoning hierarchy has continued under LEP
2013, gazetted on 2 August 2013 and in-force since 13 September 2013.
The North Sydney Centre Review will address competing views in relation to this on-going
policy. It has been noted though that both State Government and Council strategic visions
both support the policy.
1.5 North Sydney Centre Composite Shadow Area Control
Under LEP 2001, maximum building heights within the North Sydney Centre were dictated
by the composite shadow area map, a visual representation of the shadow cast between 9am
and 3pm, 21 June, of all buildings within the North Sydney Centre as of 1998. The maximum
height within the Centre was (and still is) RL 195 - the height of 100 Miller Street.
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Figure 1: LEP 2001 Composite Shadow Area Map
The shadow area control of LEP 2001 prohibited both any increase in overshadowing outside
of the composite shadow area and any increase in overshadowing within the shadow area that
would reduce the amenity of any dwelling within it. The policy was clear in its intention to
protect the amenity of residential land surrounding the North Sydney Centre.
The policy however was often difficult to interpret and lacked the level of clarity and
certainty that residents and land owners sought. To rectify this, Council began in 2006 the
process of translating those controls into specific height controls for each site within the
North Sydney Centre.
This process revealed that some measure of potential additional yield was present within the
Centre, prevented from being realised due to the shadow control prohibition. This was
particularly evident for sites that could potentially contribute to additional overshadowing of
the Warringah Freeway if redeveloped.
The height controls derived from this process are expressed as relative levels (RLs)
(i.e. metres above sea level) and form part of the recently gazetted North Sydney LEP 2013.
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Figure 2: North Sydney LEP 2013 Height of Buildings Map extract
1.6 Revision of Mixed Use Controls
In response to high vacancy rates and in an effort to revitalise the mixed use area along the
Pacific Highway north of Berry Street, Council, through it’s draft LEP 2012 (now LEP
2013), proposed to reduce the commercial floor space requirements for properties within this
area. Several planning proposals were lodged and processed to bring these changes forward
under the then existing LEP 2001.
The result of this positive policy strategy is illustrated by the no fewer than five major recent
development approvals granted along and around the Pacific Highway, delivering over 600
new residential units in that precinct alone and a revitalised ground floor retail offering and
public domain.
1.7 Recent Development Approvals
The report to Council’s Legal and Planning Committee of 11 March 2013 detailed recent
commercial and mixed use development approvals within an introductory background
document on the North Sydney Centre. That report and attachment can be re-viewed at
http://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Council_Meetings/Meetings/Committees/Legal_Planning_
Committee/11_March_2013.
2. Current Review Structure and Time Frames
Strategic Planning staff are coordinating the various components of the Review process, in
conjunction or liaison with other divisions of Council. The diagram below sets out the key
informing pieces of work that are part of the North Sydney Centre Review.
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North Sydney Centre Review
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Strategic
Vision
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Review

Capacity
and Built
Form
Study

Traffic and
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Managem’t
Study

Late Night
Trading
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Study

Marketing
and
Promotion
Strategy

Events
and
Activity
Review

Figure 1: North Sydney Centre Review structure
All of the sub-studies are to some degree interrelated but are being undertaken separately to
work within resourcing constraints and to prioritise key pieces of work. It is expected that
some recommendations made within the sub-studies will be able to be implemented
independently of other studies and the overall Review. This will ensure that key outcomes are
delivered in a timely manner and in accordance with the delivery plan.
The section below provides a broad overview of each sub-study and indicates approximate
completion time frames for them.
2.1 Land Use and Strategic Vision - 3rd Quarter 2013/14
This portion of the wider Review will seek to identify and evaluate the various and
sometimes competing visions that are held for the future of the Centre. The Study will
identify the critical local and state policies influencing the future of the Centre, and seek to
gain an understanding of the views of stakeholders regarding its future form and function.
This will be done using recently compiled statistical analysis relating to residential and
commercial development trends and forecasts. Resident and business surveys have also been
recently undertaken and will be reviewed.
There is a recognised divergence in opinions on how the North Sydney Centre grows and
changes into the future, particularly amongst local stakeholders. The Review will seek to
identify and balance these opinions.
2.2 Public Domain Review - 1st Quarter 2014/15
A key driver of the Review is the need to revitalise the North Sydney Centre, based on the
notion that it lacks vitality, particularly after business hours and on weekends. It is
acknowledged that past Council policy has sought to minimise the effects impacting upon the
surrounding residential communities to the CBD, Also, despite the roll-out of some public
domain upgrades over the last ten years, the Centre, particularly public areas of congregation,
are seen as somewhat unattractive.
This element of the Review will study in detail the existing situation with regard to public
domain and urban vitality and make recommendations for improvements and upgrades. This
will include the review of existing strategies as well as the identification of opportunities for
improvements.
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2.3 Capacity and Built Form Review - 1st Quarter 2014/15
Assuming that the State Government’s draft regional and sub-regional strategic documents
will require further commercial and residential growth within the North Sydney LGA, this
Review will need to investigate where and how this growth will be accommodated in North
Sydney. This will require the consideration of opportunities and constraints to growth within
the North Sydney Centre, the identification of underdeveloped or older sites, and the review
of recommendations made in recent studies undertaken for Council.
The State Government’s White Paper on Planning was recently publicly exhibited, and has
been reported previously to Council. Due to the new State Government planning policy and
related metropolitan and sub-regional delivery plans not being finalised substantial work on
this study will be held over until some level of certainty is provided.
2.4 Traffic and Pedestrian Management Study - 2nd Quarter 2013/14
Council will engage a traffic and transport consultant to complete a detailed Traffic and
Pedestrian Management Study. The study will place significant focus on improving
pedestrian amenity and connectivity within the Centre, whilst ensuring that there is not
a detrimental impact on traffic flow. The objectives of the study are as follows:










Assess the current performance of the road network in terms of:
o overall traffic volume;
o traffic flow;
o intersection performance; and
o networks ability to handle increases in traffic from recently approved
developments
Promote pedestrian activity within the centre through improved pedestrian
linkages and amenity, particularly along major streets such as Berry Street, Pacific
Highway, Miller Street and Walker Street;
Identify traffic/pedestrian works which will:
o improve pedestrian amenity;
o where possible improve overall traffic operation;
o improve the overall vitality of the North Sydney Centre; and
o integrate pedestrian movements to adjoining precinct areas
Assess the current locations of bus stops and develop strategies to improve access
to these stops and improve pedestrian movability near these stops;
Activate laneways and side streets for increased pedestrian activity;
Promote activity within the centre outside of core business hours;
Test and determine the capacity of the road network to accommodate a number of
potential traffic works.


The study will be completed in stages as follows:
Stage 1
Stage 1 of the project will be an overall assessment of the existing road/pedestrian network.
From this assessment the consultant will be required to provide a number of preliminary
recommendations for potential works traffic/pedestrian works. Council will then determine
which of the proposed recommendations will be further investigated and assessed in Stage 2
of the study.
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Stage 2
Once the identified works have been agreed upon, a detailed assessment will be undertaken to
determine the implications of the proposed works. The consultant will be required to consider
the overall impact that the works may have on the North Sydney Centre, in addition to
detailing implications for a specific intersection.
The study will also integrate the findings/recommendations from a number of other Council
projects including the ‘North Sydney Education Precinct Study’ and the ‘North Sydney
Integrated Cycling Strategy’.
Stage 3
The findings from Stage 2, Stage 3 of the study will result in a number of final
recommendations for traffic/pedestrian works to be undertaken.
The brief for the study has been prepared by Council’s Strategic Planning Department in
consultation with Council’s Traffic Engineers. A copy of the brief is attached to this report
with a recommendation for endorsement. The 2013/14 budget of $170,000 covers the
anticipated cost of the works.
2.5 Late Night Trading and Small Bars Study - 3rd Quarter 2013/14
This part of the North Sydney Centre Review relates to the whole LGA. The review will seek
to do the following:






Develop a database of cafes and restaurants and other late night trading venues across
the North Sydney LGA;
Undertake a comprehensive review of issues, impacts and planning controls relating
to late night trading, extended trading hours and small bars within the North Sydney
LGA;
Examine and manage the amenity of areas immediately surrounding small bars and
late night trading venues;
Investigate the options for small bars in the Kirribilli Village and remaining
Residential D zones; and
Inform the North Sydney Centre Planning Review with regards to the activation and
improved vibrancy of the Centre.

Strategic Planning is currently reviewing and analysing existing material, including previous
approvals and trading hours, case studies and licensing relating to late night trading and small
bars across North Sydney LGA. An Issues Paper is being prepared for comment and
distribution to key stakeholders in late 2013.
Small Bars in Kirribilli
Following further contact with the Department of Planning and Infrastructure in August 2013
regarding their position on subzones under the Standard Instrument Local Environmental
Plan, a report is currently being prepared regarding the options for small bars in Kirribilli
Village and remaining Residential D zones. This report comes in response Notion of Motion
dated 21/02/2012 requesting ‘THAT a report be prepared by Council’s Planning Department
outlining mechanisms to permit small bars in Kirribilli Village’.
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2.6 Marketing and Promotion Strategy - 3rd Quarter 2013/14
One of the key recommendations of the ‘North Sydney Commercial Centre Study’ (February
2013) was for Council to revitalise the marketing strategy to publicise the benefits of the
North Sydney Centre to existing and potential tenants, investors, building owners and
managers. The recommendation stated that the marketing strategy should highlight the
following:





The central location of North Sydney CBD within ‘Global Sydney’ and the ‘Global
Economic Arc’;
Access to a highly qualified white collar workforce;
Competitiveness of rental levels in North Sydney versus Sydney CBD locations; and
Current and future improved accessibility to rail transport, including future
accessibility to workers located in the North West Growth Centre on completion of
the North West Rail Link.

Council previously undertook a marketing and advertising campaign in 2005, which was
successful in promoting the North Sydney Centre to businesses and ensuring its continued
vitality. Part of this campaign established a brand for the centre (copies of this programme
have previously been circulated to Councillors). This new campaign will be targeted towards
a broader audience, including the new and arriving residential population and other parties
that will generate greater and varied activity within the centre.
An external consultant will be engaged to consider a ‘brand’ for the North Sydney Centre to
be used in the advertising campaign. This ‘brand’ must be unique and specific to North
Sydney and distinguish it from other competing centres in Sydney. The objectives of the
marketing and advertising study are to:




Reposition the North Sydney Centre with a clear strategic direction;
Establish a brand for the North Sydney Centre to be promoted to all of the identified
stakeholders;
Publicise the benefits of North Sydney to workers, tenants, investors, building owners,
developers and residents;
Develop strategies for advertising to attract new tenants and retain existing tenants;
Promote further development and investment in the centre;
Devise strategies to address any negative perceptions regarding the centre; and
Identify and develop suitable mediums to be utilised in any advertising campaign.






Once the ‘brand’ for the North Sydney Centre has been established, the consultant will then
devise strategies as to how this brand is to be marketed to the target audiences. It is expected
that a number of different mediums will be utilised and may include printed advertisements,
flyers, brochures, posters, radio advertisements and television advertisements.
A copy of the brief for the Marketing and Advertising Strategy is attached to this report with
a recommendation for endorsement. The 2013/14 budget of $240,000 covers the anticipated
costs of the works.
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2.7 Events and Activities Review - 3rd Quarter 2013/14
This part of the overall Review will be undertaken in liaison with other Council divisions,
including a soon-to-be-appointed events co-ordinator, and include a review of recent and
current event calendars relating to the North Sydney Centre. The Review will investigate
opportunities to move existing or hold new events within the Centre, increasing its potential
as a destination for visitors.
The Review will also look at ways to increase recreational opportunities within and around
the Centre. For example, one of the recommendations of the recently completed ‘North
Sydney Commercial Centre Study’ was for Council to:
“Consider mechanisms that may help improve the access to sport and recreation
facilities around North Sydney to help promote an active workforce (e.g. lunch time
team sport competitions, etc.).”
It is noted that the current 'Recreational Need Strategy' does not specifically identify facilities
that service workers in the North Sydney centre. Given the large number of workers in the
centre, there should be a greater effort to provide facilities that are targeted towards servicing
workers. Promoting recreational facilities in and around the centre would also generate
greater activity and vitality outside of business hours.
2.8 Education Precinct Study
Although not formally a part of the North Sydney Centre Review, this recently adopted study
contains recommendations related to the North Sydney Centre and will form a consideration
for any of the above sub-studies where appropriate.
3. Informing Studies
Two informing studies have now been completed with their analysis and findings being used
to inform the various components of the wider North Sydney Centre Review.
The first document was the North Sydney Commercial Centre Study (February 2013)
prepared by Urbis on behalf of Council and the Property Council of Australia. This study was
the subject of a report to Council’s Legal and Planning Committee on 6 May 2013.
The second document is the recently completed North Sydney Centre Economic Study
(August 2013) prepared by external planning and economic consultants Hill PDA. This Study
provides the following:





A detailed analysis of the Centre’s economy and the current and future trends
influencing it;
The testing of several development and policy scenarios for the Centre;
Stakeholder consultation with residents and businesses; and
Recommendations for the revitalisation of the Centre.

The Study will be the subject of a separate report in November 2013.
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4. Keeping Councillors Informed
Councillors will be regularly updated on the progress of all the above components of the
North Sydney Centre Review and, where appropriate, individual matters will be reported
separately.
5. Public Consultation
Each separate piece of work will involve public consultation as deemed appropriate. Reports
on the individual components of the Review will detail the consultation strategies to be
employed. A dedicated page on Council’s website is devoted to the Review which will
provide regular updates on each Review component and encourage the participation of
interested parties.
An interim report similar in nature to this one on the Review structure and progress will be
prepared for the next North Sydney CBD Working Group meeting of October 2013.
6. Conclusion
There is a broad program of works underway to help inform and set a medium to long term
direction/foundation for the North Sydney Centre. The recommendations from each
component of the review and the informing studies will provide the basis for the overall
North Sydney Centre Review and Council’s efforts to revitalise and strengthen this dynamic
commercial and mixed use centre.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
After a challenging decade, positive signs of improvement have emerged in the North Sydney Centre commercial
market. Office vacancy rates have decreased from highs of around 12% in 2009 to 7.4% in July 20121, despite a
modest addition of new supply during that time. Tenant demand has strengthened, investor activity is growing and
market sentiment is increasingly positive.
North Sydney’s turnaround can in part be attributed to the policies and programs implemented by Council over the
last nine years. The North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2001 encourages the development of higher density
residential uses in appropriate locations within North Sydney’s Centre. The policy has been an attractive option for
developers as the inclusion of residential uses has enhanced the viability of redeveloping sites within the centre
and maximised the use of existing infrastructure. The policy has attracted a range of residents and investors
attracted to the convenient location and lifestyle appeal of the Centre. Streetscape improvements, marketing
campaigns, amendments to planning controls, streamlining assessment processes and improved relationships
with business have also increased the Centre’s appeal and provided incentives for the market to invest.
Since the adoption of the North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2001, more than 187,000sqm of commercial
floorspace and 889 new dwellings have been approved for construction in the North Sydney Centre. Most of this
development is anticipated to be completed between 2013 and 2020 and will generate substantial economic
benefits for local businesses, particularly outside peak business times when North Sydney Centre suffers from a
relative to protect the employment character of the Centre lack of activity.
Notwithstanding the State Government and Council’s policy, there is mounting pressure from the private
development market and local businesses to introduce residential land uses within North Sydney’s commercial
core. Owing to market conditions and demand, high density residential development has been considered the
higher and better use from a development perspective. This position has been exacerbated by changing office
market conditions, business requirements and business confidence since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Local
businesses consider allowing more people to live in North Sydney as a means to improve the vitality and viability
of the Centre’s local economy.
It is our experience that the inclusion of residential uses within a city centre can also be a positive as it increases
the level of activity and vitality across the day, evening and weekend periods. For businesses in the centre the
implications are however more mixed. On the positive side, more residents and activity enhances the appeal of
the city centre to visit, increases the number of potential customers / clients and extends the hours of demand for
goods and services. On the negative side however, the incursion of residential land uses in commercial core can
undermine the competitiveness of a centre. Furthermore, the need to protect the amenity of residents within
centres has the potential to hinder the extent and hours of operation of some businesses.

1

Property Council of Australia, Colliers International Sydney Metropolitan Office Market Report (2 nd half 2012)
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The Study seeks to address this question from an economic perspective and advise Council as to whether
existing policies to protect and enhance North Sydney Centre’s commercial core should be reinforced or
readdressed. Notwithstanding the matter of residential uses, the Study also identifies other mechanisms to
improve the amenity of the Centre, activate its streetscape and rejuvenate its night time and weekend economy.
Project Objectives and Approach
Council has requested advice concerning the nature of the existing office market in North Sydney and its future
role in light of competing land uses, particularly residential. More specifically Council has requested Hill PDA to:


Consider the Centre’s current economic performance, the external forces that will influence its economic
outlook and the land use requirements generated by those trends;



Test alternate planning scenarios to establish the economic impacts of allowing residential uses in the
Centre’s commercial core; and



Identify initiatives that can support the Centre’s small businesses and make a fundamental improvement
to the local economy.

Each of these objectives will help to inform the preparation of Council’s land use policies and support Council’s
decision making process for the Centre’s future.
This Study was undertaken in five phases:
Phase 1:

Development of a baseline scenario built around the existing land use, population and employment
characteristics of the Centre;

Phase 2:

Assessment of the broader trends occurring at a national and global level and analysing how these
will affect land use in the Centre overtime;

Phase 3:

Development of four alternate planning scenarios testing major and minor economic impacts on the
Centre using a series of assumptions;

Phase 4:

Consultation with key stakeholders including local businesses, Council, State Government and peak
bodies; and

Phase 5:

Identification of the ingredients and initiatives required to revitalise the Centre’s local economy.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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CHAPTER 2 – CURRENT AND FUTURE SHAPE OF THE CENTRE’S
ECONOMY
Chapter 2 of the Study focuses on North Sydney Centre’s economy today and its evolution over the coming
decades. It describes the current and projected size and composition of the Centre’s economy, workforce and
resident population. Key findings of the Chapter are:


According to the ABS Census, North Sydney’s resident population was 6,258 in 2011 and is anticipated
to grow by nearly 2,000 people between 2011 and 2031;



Compared to Greater Sydney, those living in North Sydney tend to be younger, wealthier, better
educated, less likely to own a car or have children and more likely to be employed as professionals and
managers and work in financial and insurance services;



In 2011 approximately 39,086 people were employed in the North Sydney Centre. Professional, financial
and insurance services make up the largest share of the Centre’s economy, employing 17,086 people or
46% of its workforce;



The number of people working in the Centre is forecast to increase between 2011 and 2031 by 10,810
people to 51,599. By 2031 it is anticipated 69% of all jobs in the North Sydney Centre will in the
professional, financial and insurance services and information media and telecommunications sectors
(up from 55% in 2011);



Cafes, restaurants, take away food stores and taverns currently account for 36% of all street level/shop
front floorspace in the North Sydney Centre. Clothing stores, specialty non-food premises and personal
services make a further 25%. Commercial service shop front premises represent 24% of floorsapce in
the Centre;



By 2031 North Sydney’s workers have the potential to spend $4.4 million on retails goods and services
each week at the Centre’s local businesses, an estimated increase of $1.6 million a week when
compared to 2013; and



Population forecasts and consumption trends suggest that retail expenditure generated each week by
North Sydney’s residents will increase from approximately $1.9 million in 2011 to $2.9 million by 2031.

CHAPTER 3 – TRENDS INFLUENCING THE CENTRE
Chapter 3 of the Study looks ahead to the next 20 years and discusses the factors that are expected to influence
and shape commercial centres like North Sydney Centre. Key findings of the Chapter are:


The increasing affluence of NSW’s population and the growth of the New Economy is expected to
strengthen demand for commercial office floorspace especially in key locations, close to tertiary
education and transport links. The key implication for North Sydney will be greater demand for high
quality office space driven by growth in the banking, insurance, finance and business services;



The economic growth of Asia has had a major impact on Australia’s economy; with Australia’s
proximity to Asian markets being a competitive advantage. The expansion of Asia’s middle class will
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generate greater demand for services provided by North Sydney in such as professional, technical,
financial, insurance and education services. The key implication for North Sydney will be greater
demand for tertiary education, accommodation and high quality office space in the Centre;


Over the coming decades Sydney will be impacted by two demographic events – firstly, substantial
population growth driven largely by immigration and secondly, the aging of Australia’s population as the
baby boomers reach retirement age. The key implication for North Sydney will be increased demand for
dwellings, office and retail floorspace, public transport and social infrastructure;



Environmental sustainability and performance is an increasingly important consideration for building
owners and tenants. Many building owners find themselves looking to retro-fit and reposition their assets
to meet the markets growing awareness and expectations of sustainable floorspace. The key implication
for North Sydney will be greater demand for existing and new higher grade office buildings. This will
necessitate refurbishment or replacement of the Centre’s lower grade building stock; and



An increase in the number of working hours per household has resulted in time pressures for the
workforce. Linked to this is the impact of a greater proportion of dual earning households that means
less time for family responsibilities. As a result, places that enable workers to conveniently access public
transport and combine paid work, leisure and family responsibilities are becoming increasingly attractive.
As a consequence for North Sydney to remain competitive it must build on its lifestyle and
convenience offering, including its evening and weekend economy.

CHAPTER 4 – IMPLICATIONS FOR LAND USE REQUIREMENTS
Chapter 4 of the Study outlines the implications of the economic trends outlined in preceding Chapters on demand
for office, retail and residential floorspace in the North Sydney Centre. Key findings of the Chapter are:

2



The draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) has set a target for North Sydney to accommodate an
additional 12,000 jobs by 2031. This number of new office workers will require the Centre to
accommodate in the order 240,000sqm of additional office floorspace2;



The growth of people living and working in the Centre between 2011 and 2031 will generate further
demand for goods and services which, in turn, will require additional floorspace to meet that demand. By
2031 it is estimated there will be sufficient demand to accommodate approximately 16,000sqm of
additional retail and commercial street level/shopfront floorspace in the Centre; and



Based on recent and anticipated approvals, almost 1,000 additional dwellings are expected to be added
to the Centre’s mixed use area over the next decade which translates into approximately 1,900
additional residents.

Based on an employment yield of 1 job per 20sqm.
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CHAPTER 5 – TESTING FUTURE PLANNING SCENARIOS
In light of the forecast growth in demand for various land uses in the Centre, Chapter 5 of the Study considers four
scenarios, relating to alternate policy and market outcomes, and assessed their potential impacts on the North
Sydney Centre. The scenarios assessed are:
Scenario 1 – North Sydney’s office market stagnates


What if the commercial core of North Sydney Centre remains protected BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the core owing to market trends?

Scenario 2 – North Sydney’s office market grows and becomes more competitive


What if the commercial core remains protected AND additional commercial floorspace is developed in
the core in line with job growth forecasts and market trends?

Scenario 3 – Residential development replaces some commercial floorspace in North Sydney’s core


What if some residential is permitted in commercial core BUT no additional commercial floorspace is
developed in the core owing to market trends?

Scenario 4 – North Sydney’s office and residential market grow together in an intensified Core


What if some residential is permitted in commercial core AND additional residential and commercial
floorspace is developed in the core?

The four scenarios have been designed to reflect realistic scenarios for the Centre that could be influenced by
Council polices and market outcomes.
Figure 1 - North Sydney Centre Future Planning Scenarios
More High Grade Commercial
Floorspace in Centre’s Core

No Residential
Dwellings Permitted in
Centre’s Core

Scenario 2

Scenario 4

Competitive
Commercial Core

Intensified
Cosmopolitan Core

Additional commercial
floorspace and
replacement/renewal of
older buildings

Additional commercial
floorspace complimented
with new dwellings on
periphery of Core

Scenario 1

Scenario 3

Stagnating
Commercial Core

Eroded Commercial
Core

Little new commercial
development and minimal
renewal of lower grade
buildings in Core

Some commercial
floorspace in Core replaced
by dwellings and little new
commercial development

Residential
Dwellings Permitted
in Centre’s Core

No new Commercial
Floorspace in Centre’s Core
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Each of the four scenarios have been tested against the following criteria:


Impact on the prestige and performance of the North Sydney Centre office market;



Impact on the supply of commercial floorspace in the North Sydney Centre and its employment targets;



Impact on housing supply in North Sydney LGA;



Impact on the economic activity and vitality of the North Sydney Centre;



Impact on social infrastructure capacity and availability; and



Impact on Council’s rate revenue.

The Chapter also ranks the significance of the impacts in accordance with the methodology set out in the table
below as positive, negative, neutral or uncertain.
Key findings from the scenario analysis are provided below.

Prestige and
Performance

Commercial
Floorspace
and
Employment
Targets

Housing
Supply

Economic
Activity

Social
Infrastructure

Council Rate
Revenue

Scenario 1

Moderate
Negative

Moderate
Negative

Neutral

Slight
Negative

Neutral

Neutral

Scenario 2

Significant
Positive

Significant
Positive

Neutral

Moderate
Positive

Slight
Negative

Moderate
Positive

Scenario 3

Significant
Negative

Significant
Negative

Moderate
Positive

Uncertain

Moderate
Negative

Moderate
Negative

Scenario 4

Uncertain

Uncertain

Moderate
Positive

Significant
Positive

Moderate
Negative

Significant
Positive

Scenario 1 could have a number of negative impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North Sydney Centre
by way of reduced prestige, limited capacity to meet employment targets and less economic activity for local small
businesses. The Scenario would have little benefit to Council’s rate revenue, its ability to meet its dwelling targets
and demand for additional social infrastructure;
Scenario 2 could have a number of positive impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North Sydney Centre
by way of improved prestige, more capacity to meet employment targets, greater economic activity for local small
businesses and higher rate revenue for Council. Whilst the Scenario would increase demand for social
infrastructure it would have little impact on Council’s ability to meet its dwelling targets;
Scenario 3 could have a number of negative impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North Sydney Centre
by way of reduced prestige, limited capacity to meet employment targets, increased demand for social
infrastructure and lower rate revenue for Council. The Scenario would improve Council’s ability to meet its
dwelling targets. However, it is uncertain what the impact would be on the level of economic activity on the
Centre; and
Scenario 4 could have a number of positive impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North Sydney Centre
by way of greater economic activity for local small businesses, higher levels of rate revenue for Council and more
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capacity to meet dwelling targets, However, the Scenario would increase demand for social infrastructure and it is
uncertain what the impact would be on the Centre’s prestige and on Council’s ability to meet its employment
targets. It should be noted that under scenario 4, new mixed use development would only be permitted on
carefully selected underutilised sites on the periphery of the core that play a direct transitional role between
residential uses and the commercial core and are unviable to redevelop as higher grade office stock (i.e. due to
age and quality of building, lot or ownership fragmentation). Even so, there is a substantial risk that residential
development in the core – even if located on the periphery of the commercial core – could crowd out and
undermine the attractiveness and viability of new commercial development and limit the Centre’s capacity
achieve its prescribed job target (+12,000 jobs by 2031).

CHAPTER 6 – FINDINGS FROM CONSULTATION
Chapter 6 of the Study summarises the key findings from the stakeholder consultation undertaken to inform the
Study. Consultation comprised of a survey of local residents and business and a workshop with members of the
North Sydney Chamber of Commerce.
The key findings of the resident survey included:


23% of residents surveyed shopped in North Sydney every day; 46% shop there every few days and
15% shop there once a week. When asked where else they shop in the local area and why most
respondents said Crows Nest, Neutral Bay and Chatswood because these Centres offer access to
supermarkets and a greater variety of shops and restaurants that are open over the weekend and at
night.



When asked what types of stores, services or facilities are missing or lacking in North Sydney, the most
common responses were a larger supermarket (i.e. Coles or Woolworths) and a greater selection of
restaurants, cafes and bars particularly after hours and on weekends. A smaller proportion of
respondents said North Sydney was missing a cinema and clothes/fashion stores.



When asked what improvements they would like to see to North Sydney’s Centre, the top responses
from surveyed residents were as follows.



When asked what they liked about living in the North Sydney Centre the most common responses were:
Proximity/closeness to work, shops, services, schools, hospitals, parks, Sydney CBD, Sydney
Harbour and transport (42 specific comments)
Availability of good public transport (32 specific comments)
Convenience (15 specific comments)
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The key findings from consultation with local businesses included:


All respondents said they opened Monday to Friday during business hours but only 25% open on
weekends. When asked whether they thought their average annual turnover for 2012/2013 will be
greater than 2011/2012, half of the respondents anticipated ‘yes’ and the other half said ‘no’;



Respondents considered the most important improvements to North Sydney Centre were a better quality
streetscape, more public car parking, greater cooperation between businesses and Council and holding
more events;



71% of businesses surveyed said Council should have a dedicated person on staff to enhance the
economic development of the North Sydney Centre; and



Most businesses surveyed rated the following aspects of the North Sydney Centre as poor:
events/activities in Centre (63% of respondents); quantity of parking spaces (88% of respondents) and
marketing and promotion (63% of respondents)

CHAPTER 7 – PRIORITIES AND IDEAS
Chapter 7 of the Study draws on the findings to present a set of preconditions and initiatives that could drive the
revitalisation of the North Sydney Centre and support Council’s role in economic development. The following table
lists these preconditions, assesses their current status and identifies which Hill PDA’s recommendations will help
to achieve them.
Table 1 - Ingredients to North Sydney Centre’s Revitalisation
Ingredient

Current Status

High level of leadership, cooperation and coordination
between Council, businesses and residents
Critical mass of commercial floorspace retained and
enhanced
Renewal and replacement of lower grade commercial
building stock
High level of amenity, connectivity and
pedestrianisation
Access to good public transport
Market position and point of difference against
competition understood and promoted
More residents living around the commercial core in
mixed use areas
Diverse economy and convenient retail offer
Active and safe night time and weekend economy
Access to social infrastructure, open space and
recreation facilities
Strong arts and cultural life

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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Comment

Ideas

Strong foundation but
improvements required
Policies already in place to
retain and enhance critical
mass
Renewal is occurring but must
continue

Ideas 7 and 10

In need of attention

Idea 2

This is one of the Centre’s
biggest competitive advantages

-

In need of attention

Idea 10

Idea 1

Ideas 7, 8 and
10

Over 800 new dwellings have
been approved in the Centre in
recent years
Strong foundation but
improvements required

Ideas 4, 5, 6
and 8

In need of attention

Ideas 5 and 9

Strong foundation but
improvements required

Idea 2

In need of attention

Idea 3

Idea 7
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The Chapter goes on to identify and discuss a set of ten initiatives that, if implemented, would assist to revitalise
the North Sydney Centre and enhance its competiveness. Most of these initiatives could be implemented for all
four scenarios discussed above. The ten transformational initiatives presented by the Study are:


Idea 1 – Greater leadership, cooperation and coordination



Idea 2 – Reinvent the public domain



Idea 3 – Elevate the role of culture



Idea 4 – Attract an additional anchor supermarket



Idea 5 – Improve the convenience of public parking



Idea 6 – Embrace the education economy



Idea 7 – Change the centres planning controls



Idea 8 – Reduce barriers to business entry and adaptability



Idea 9 – Enhance the night time economy



Idea 10 – Create and market a compelling identity

To further inform the development of policies and initiatives for the North Sydney Centre, Hill PDA recommends
the following analysis be undertaken:


Comprehensive feasibility and urban design analysis of the planning controls required to stimulate and
accommodate 12,000 additional jobs in the Centre (refer Section 4.1);



Investigate the impacts of Council’s current policy requiring a minimum non-residential floorspace ratio
of 3:1 in designated areas within the commercial core (refer Section 7.3.7); and



Identify buildings in the commercial core that could potentially be zoned for mixed uses (refer Section
7.3.7).
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1. INTRODUCTION
North Sydney Council (Council) has commissioned Hill PDA to provide independent economic advice concerning
the North Sydney Centre (the Centre). Council has requested advice concerning the nature of the existing office
market in North Sydney and its future role in light of competing land uses, particularly residential. More specifically
Council has requested Hill PDA to:


Consider the Centre’s current economic performance, the external forces that will influence its economic
outlook and the land use requirements generated by those trends;



Test alternate planning scenarios to establish the economic impacts of allowing residential uses in the
Centre’s commercial core; and



Identify initiatives that can support the Centre’s small businesses and make a fundamental improvement
to the local economy.

The Study will inform the North Sydney Centre Review 2013 currently being undertaken by Council.

1.1 STUDY AREA
For the purpose of this Study, the extent of the North Sydney Centre is geographically defined in Figure 1. It is
bound by North Sydney Station to the south, the Warringah Freeway to the east and extends northwards along
Miller Street and the Pacific Highway to McLaren Street.
Figure 2 - North Sydney Centre Study Area

Figure 3 - North Sydney Centre Zoning

Source: North Sydney Council (2013)

Source: North Sydney LEP 2001

Under the North Sydney LEP 2001 the Centre’s core is zoned for commercial uses (dark blue in Figure 2) with
peripheral areas predominantly zoned Mixed Use, which permits residential (light blue in Figure 2).
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1.2 BACKGROUND
After a challenging decade, positive signs of improvement have emerged in the North Sydney Centre commercial
market. Office vacancy rates have decreased from highs of around 12% in 2009 to 7.4% in July 20123, despite a
modest addition of new supply during that time. Tenant demand has strengthened, investor activity is growing and
market sentiment is increasingly positive.
North Sydney’s turnaround can in part be attributed to the policies and programs implemented by Council over the
last nine years. Streetscape improvements, marketing campaigns, amendments to planning controls, streamlining
assessment processes and improved relationships with business have increased the Centre’s appeal and
provided incentives for the market to invest. Since the adoption of the North Sydney Local Environmental Plan
2001, more than 187,000sqm of commercial floorspace and 889 new dwellings have been approved for
construction in the North Sydney Centre. Most of this development is anticipated to be completed between 2013
and 2020 and will generate substantial economic benefits for local businesses, particularly outside peak business
times when North Sydney Centre suffers from a relative to protect the employment character of the Centre lack of
activity.
Notwithstanding the State Government and Council’s policy, there is mounting pressure from the private
development market and local businesses to introduce residential land uses within North Sydney’s commercial
core. Owing to market conditions and demand, high density residential development has been considered the
higher and better use from a development perspective. This position has been exacerbated by changing office
market conditions, business requirements and business confidence since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Local
businesses consider allowing more people to live in North Sydney as a means to improve the vitality and viability
of the Centre’s local economy.
The Study seeks to address this question from an economic perspective and advise Council as to whether
existing policies to protect and enhance North Sydney Centre’s commercial core should be reinforced or
readdressed. Notwithstanding the matter of residential uses, the Study also identifies other mechanisms to
improve the amenity of the Centre, activate its streetscape and rejuvenate its night time and weekend economy.

1.3 APPROACH
Phase 1: Development of a baseline scenario built around the existing land use, population and employment
characteristics of the Centre;
Phase 2: Assessment of the broader trends occurring at a national and global level and analysing how these will
affect land use in the Centre overtime;
Phase 3: Development of four alternate planning scenarios testing major and minor economic impacts on the
Centre using a series of assumptions;

3

Property Council of Australia, Colliers International Sydney Metropolitan Office Market Report (2 nd half 2012)
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Phase 4: Consultation with key stakeholders including local businesses, Council, State Government and peak
bodies; and
Phase 5: Identification of the ingredients and initiatives required to revitalise the Centre’s local economy.

1.4 STUDY STRUCTURE
For ease of reading, the Study has been structured into four distinct sections as follows:


Part 1 explores the current and future shape of the Centre’s economy. Key longer term drivers of
structural change and their impact on land use requirements are also investigated, including how the
Centre is likely to be shaped by demographic change, the growing strength of Asian economies and
environmental awareness.



Part 2 tests four scenarios to consider how the Centre’s economy is likely to change in response to
different levels of residential development being permitted in its commercial core;



Part 3 summarises the key findings of the stakeholder consultation programme undertaken to inform the
Study; and



Part 4 concludes the Study and discusses the possible strategic initiatives to overcome some of the
challenges identified in it.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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PART 1: NORTH SYDNEY CENTRE’S ECONOMY
This part of the Study describes
the out current and future shape
of the Centre’s economy and
how it may evolve over the
coming decades on account of
anticipated domestic and global
trends.
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2. CURRENT AND FUTURE SHAPE OF THE
CENTRE’S ECONOMY
This chapter focuses on North Sydney Centre’s economy today and its likely evolution over the coming decades.
It describes the current and projected size and composition of the Centre’s economy, workforce and resident
population to provide context to the Study’s analysis.

2.1 THE CENTRE’S ECONOMY TODAY
According to the NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics, the suburb of North Sydney was home to 5,897 people in
2011 which is 361 fewer people than estimated by in the 2011 Census by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. This
difference can be largely attributed to slightly different statistical boundaries used by the two organisations and
estimated assumptions. A comparison of key socioeconomic indicators between the suburb of North Sydney and
Greater Sydney4 shows that those living in North Sydney tend to be:


Younger and significantly more likely to be living alone or in a smaller household;



Less likely to have children or own a car;



Significantly more likely to be attending university and have a higher level of education; and



Significantly more likely to be employed as a professional and/or a manager, work in finance and/or
insurance services and earn higher incomes.

Table 2 - Socioeconomic Indicators of North Sydney Residents (2011)
North
Sydney
Suburb
35

Indicator
Resident
Population

Median age
Average children per family

1.5

1.9
34%

7%

5%

30%

14%

$1,926

$1,447

69%

62%

4%

6%

% residents working in professional, financial and insurance services

36%

16%

% residents employed as managers or professionals

64%

39%

% of population attending university
% residents with bachelor degree
Median household income per week

Dwellings

36

60%

% couple families without children

Resident
Workforce

Greater
Sydney

% residents participating in workforce
% of residents unemployed

Average people per household

1.9

2.7

41%

23%

Average motor vehicles per dwelling

1.0

1.6

% of flat, unit or apartment dwellings

75%

26%

% lone person households

Source: ABS Census 2011

4

Area of Greater Sydney includes Sydney – Baulkham Hills, Central Coast, Sydney (North Sydney and Hornsby), Sydney-Ryde, Sydney – Northern
Beaches, Sydney- Eastern Suburbs, Sydney- Inner West, Sydney – City and Inner South, Sydney – Sutherland, Sydney – Outer West, Sydney – South
West, Sydney – Inner South West, Sydney – Parramatta, Sydney – Blacktown and Sydney – Outer West and Blue Mountains.
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In 2011 approximately 39,086 people were employment in the North Sydney Centre (this excludes Milson Point) 5.
Professional, financial and insurance services made up the largest share of the Centre’s economy, employing
17,086 people or 46% of its workforce (Table 2)6. The next largest employment sectors were information media,
telecommunications, administrative and support services which employed 5,199 people or 13% of the Centre’s
workforce7.
Table 3 - Employment Share of North Sydney Centre Economy (2011)
Industry of Employment

Number of Workers

% of Total Workers

11,843
5,963
2,845
2,354
2,031
1,822
1,651
1,517
1,460
1,236
1,155
974
926
794
684
360
214
188
34
1,035
39,086

30.3%
15.3%
7.3%
6.0%
5.2%
4.7%
4.2%
3.9%
3.7%
3.2%
3.0%
2.5%
2.4%
2.0%
1.7%
0.9%
0.5%
0.5%
0.1%
2.6%
100%

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
Financial and Insurance Services
Information Media and Telecommunications
Administrative and Support Services
Education and Training
Construction
Public Administration and Safety
Wholesale Trade
Health Care and Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Other Services
Accommodation and Food Services
Transport, Postal and Warehousing
Rental, Hiring and Real Estate Services
Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste Services
Mining
Arts and Recreation Services
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
Inadequately described / Not stated
Source: BTS / ABS JTW Data 2013

Due to the dominance of professional, financial and insurance services in North Sydney its workforce has a
greater proportion of higher skilled and higher paid workers. In 2011 around 64% of North Sydney’s employees
were in either management or professional occupations, compared to 39% across Greater Sydney8.
Figure 4 - Occupations of North Sydney Workforce (2011)
42%
22%

18%
5%

Professionals

Managers

5%

3%

Clerical and Sales Workers Technicians and Community and
Administrative
Trades Workers
Personal
Workers
Service Workers

2%

0%

Labourers

Machinery
Operators and
Drivers

Source: BTS / ABS JTW Data 2013, ABS 2011 Census

5

NSW BTS / JTW Data 2011 – Travel Zones: 1943 and 1950-1956

6

NSW BTS / ABS JTW Data 2011

7

Ibid

8

BTS / ABS JTW Data 2013 & ABS Census 2011
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To better understand the Centre’s local economy, a floorspace survey of North Sydney’s street level/shop front
businesses was undertaken (i.e. those businesses that typically provide goods and services demanded by the
Centre’s workers and residents). Office floorspace above street level premises was not included in the survey.
Table 4 - Survey of Street Level or Shop Front Businesses in North Sydney Centre (2013)
Category

Land Use

Retail

Cafes & Restaurants
Specialty Non Food
Take Away Food
Clothing
Personal Services
Bulky Goods
Convenience Store
Specialty Food
Supermarket
Sub total
Commercial - General
Commercial - Medical
Commercial - Financial
Commercial - Government
Commercial - Real Estate
Commercial - Travel
Commercial - Legal
Sub total
Hotel
Recreation/Fitness
Entertainment
Other Type
Vacant
Sub total

Commercial
Service

Miscellaneous

Floorspace (sqm)

Proportion of
Floorspace

7,993
4,894
4,868
3,202
3,163
1,143
738
458
354
26,812
4,200
1,988
1,791
886
831
649
349
10,694
2,839
1,718
210
139
2,314
7,219

18%
11%
11%
7%
7%
3%
2%
1%
1%
60%
9%
4%
4%
2%
2%
1%
1%
24%
6%
4%
0%
0%
5%
16%

44,725

100%

Total Floorspace in Study Area
Source: Hill PDA (May 2013)

The survey found that the North Sydney Centre provides approximately 44,725sqm of ‘shop front’ floorspace
comprising 26,812sqm of retail floorspace, 10,694sqm of commercial service floorspace, 4,905sqm of
miscellaneous floorspace and 2,314sqm of vacant floorspace.
Cafes, restaurants, take away food stores and taverns account for 36% of all floorspace identified in the survey.
Clothing stores, specialty non-food premises (e.g. newsagents, florists and jewellers) and personal services (e.g.
dry cleaners, massage and hair dressers) made up a further 25% of floorspace. Commercial service shop front
premises were dominated by banks, medical services and printers and combined to represent 24% of shop front
floorsapce in the Centre.
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Retail Provision and the North Sydney Centre Commercial Study (2013)
A survey of workers within North Sydney was undertaken to inform the
North Sydney Centre Commercial Study (2013). It found that 45% of
respondents thought the Centre’s current retail offer was average and
10% said it was poor. In summarising the survey findings the Study the
report’s author (Urbis) found:
“Comments around Retail varied, some believe that there is a real
disconnect between the quality of Greenwood Plaza vs. other arcades
and street based retail areas and that improvements to the street scape
and public domain may assist in attracting new quality retail business to
balance the overall offer. It is noted however that most thought that the
overall retail provision in North Sydney was adequate for the current user
demand with the majority of improvement required focused on quality
and diversity of retail operators. Lack of quality restaurants and an
anchor tenant e.g. supermarket, provide limited incentive to those not
living in North Sydney to visit outside of core business hours.”

2.2 THE CENTRE’S ECONOMY IN THE FUTURE
The NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics conservatively forecasts North Sydney’s resident population will grow
from 5,897 to 7,106 between 2011 and 2031, an increase of 1,209 people 9. However, population growth is likely to
be somewhat higher on account of the number of new dwellings being constructed in the Centre’s mixed use area
as described below.
Table 5 - Recent Residential/Mixed Use Developments in North Sydney Centre
Year Occupied

Address

Stage

2012
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2017
2017

225 Miller Street
156-158 Pacific Highway
144-150 Walker Street
239-247 Pacific Highway
136-142 Walker Street
12-16 Berry Street
211-223 Pacific Highway
144-150 Pacific Hwy

Completed
Under construction
Under construction
Approved
Under construction
Approved
Approved
Approved

2017

221 Miller Street

Being assessed
Total

No. of Dwellings
40
220
28
104
197
79
173
48
889
101
990

Estimated No. of
Residents
150
76
53
198
374
91
418
192
1,552
329
1,881

The table above lists the mixed use developments in the North Sydney Centre that have approval or are currently
being assessed under LEP 2001. In total 889 dwellings have been approved with a further 101 dwellings under
assessment, which if approved, would lead to 990 new dwellings in the Centre by 2017.

9

BTS Population Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – Travel zones 2347, 2353, 2354, 2358, 2359, 2360 & 2361 (this excludes Milsons Point)
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For the purposes of this Study we have assumed that 990 dwellings would accommodate 1,881 residents once
fully developed and occupied. This is based on applying the average household size of 1.9 persons per dwelling
which is the current occupancy rate for the suburb of North Sydney 10.
The number of people working in the North Sydney Centre is also forecast to increase between 2011 and 2031 by
10,810 people to 51,599 people11. The industries forecast to experience the greatest growth during that period
are:


Professional, scientific and technical services: +8,740 jobs or 65% increase;



Financial and insurance services: +2,247 jobs or 37% increase;



Information media and telecommunications: +1,596 jobs or 92% increase;



Construction: +386 jobs or 26% increase; and



Education and training: +385 jobs or 22% increase.

A number of industries are however expected to decline over this time, according to the NSW Bureau of Transport
Statistics, including:


Accommodation and food services: -633 jobs or a 46% decline;



Manufacturing: -501 jobs or 69% decline;



Rental, hiring and real estate services: -466 jobs or 94% decline;



Public administration and safety: -431 jobs or 21% decline; and



Retail trade: -316 jobs or 19% decline.

Figure 5 shows that over the next 20 years North Sydney’s workforce is increasingly likely to be employed in
professional, financial and insurance services, information media and telecommunications.
Figure 5 - Employment Share of North Sydney Centre’s Economy (2011 and 2031)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Accommodation and Food Services
Construction
Retail Trade
Education and Training

2011

Information Media and Telecommunications

2031

Public Administration and Safety
Administrative and Support Services
Financial and Insurance Services
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: BTS Employment Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release

10
11

2011 ABS Census - State Suburb SSC11764
BTS Employment Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – Travel zones 2347, 2353, 2354, 2358, 2359, 2360 & 2361 (this excludes Milsons Point)
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By 2031 it is anticipated 69% of all jobs in the North Sydney Centre will be in the professional, financial and
insurance services, information media and telecommunications sectors (up from 55% in 2011)12. A greater
number of residents and workers within North Sydney is also likely to generate substantial demand for additional
retail goods and services in the locality.
Worker Expenditure on Goods and Services
It is estimated North Sydney workers on average spend around $13 per working day or $3,000 per annum close to
their place of work13. This means that by 2031 North Sydney’s workers could be potentially spending $4.4 million
on retails goods and services each week in close proximity to where they work, an estimated increase of $1.6
million a week when compared to 2013. Most of this expenditure would be spent at local businesses within the
North Sydney Centre, predominately on convenience-related goods and services such as lunches, coffees,
snacks, gifts, personal accessories and personal and medical services.
Resident Expenditure on Goods and Services
We also estimate that residents of North Sydney typically spend on average $17,000 per year on retail goods and
services14. Population forecasts and consumption trends suggest that retail expenditure generated each week by
North Sydney’s residents will increase from approximately $1.9 million in 2011 to $2.9 million by 2031. It should
be noted that only a proportion of expenditure by residents would be captured by local businesses within North
Sydney’ Centre as expenditure is drawn to higher order centres with greater supermarket and anchor retailers.
Based on the North Sydney’s current retail offer, the types of businesses most likely to attract this additional retail
expenditure are local restaurants, cafes, bars, speciality food stores, fast food outlets, personal services and
convenience stores/mini markets. Greenwood Plaza is also likely to benefit due to its broad range of convenient
specialty shops and the presence of a small supermarket. Greenwood Plaza is currently performing 16% better
than the median for similar sized shopping centres. This over trading may indicate an undersupply of certain types
(and quality) of retail floorspace in the North Sydney Centre 15.
In summary these retail expenditure forecasts illustrate the potential benefit to North Sydney’s local businesses if
they can provide the goods and services demanded by the growing number of residents and workers in the
Centre.

12

BTS Employment Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – Travel zones 2347, 2353, 2354, 2358, 2359, 2360 & 2361 (this excludes Milsons Point)

Based on Hill PDA’s experience which indicates that around 15- 20% of household income is spent close to workers place of work. This
is variable and highly dependent on the range of retail facilities provided locally.
14 Based Hill PDA retail expenditure model which draws on Marketinfo 2009 data and the ABS Household Expenditure Survey 2003-04
(the latest available survey)
15 Shopping Centre News – 2012 Mini Guns. Vol 30, No 4, 2012
13
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2.3 THE BOTTOM LINE


According to the ABS Census, North Sydney’s resident population was 6,258 in 2011 and is anticipated
to grow by nearly 2,000 people between 2011 and 2031;



Compared to Greater Sydney, those living in North Sydney tend to be younger, wealthier, better
educated, less likely to own a car or have children and more likely to be employed as professionals and
managers and work in financial and insurance services;



In 2011 approximately 39,086 people were employed in the North Sydney Centre. Professional, financial
and insurance services make up the largest share of the Centre’s economy, employing 17,086 people or
46% of its workforce;



The number of people working in the Centre is forecast to increase between 2011 and 2031 by 10,810
people to 51,599. By 2031 it is anticipated 69% of all jobs in the North Sydney Centre will in the
professional, financial and insurance services and information media and telecommunications sectors
(up from 55% in 2011);



Cafes, restaurants, take away food stores and taverns currently account for 36% of all street level/shop
front floorspace in the North Sydney Centre. Clothing stores, specialty non-food premises and personal
services make a further 25%. Commercial service shop front premises represent 24% of floorsapce in
the Centre;



By 2031 North Sydney’s workers have the potential to spend $4.4 million on retails goods and services
each week at the Centre’s local businesses, an estimated increase of $1.6 million a week when
compared to 2013; and



Population forecasts and consumption trends suggest that retail expenditure generated each week by
North Sydney’s residents will increase from approximately $1.9 million in 2011 to $2.9 million by 2031.
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3. TRENDS INFLUENCING THE CENTRE
Looking ahead to the next 20 years it is anticipated that the following trends and factors will increasingly influence
and shape commercial centres like North Sydney Centre.

3.1 THE NEW ECONOMY
The New Economy is a term used to describe a knowledge and idea-based economy. In the New Economy the
key to higher standards of living and job creation is the incorporation of innovative ideas and technologies in
services, products and manufacturing processes. It is characterised by technological innovation, e -commerce,
digital transformation, higher education, skills and open trade. It differs from past economies where there was less
of a reliance on skills and education and the key driver of economic growth was the mechanisation of the
production process.
The goal for economies that are adjusting to the global decline in traditional industries will be to continue to foster
innovation and adaptation, to secure a range of employment options and industry diversity. In many industries,
education and training, creativity and adaptation have become the principle sources of competitive advantage.
Efforts made by communities to foster the New Economy need to be proactive so as to ensure that they have
access to tertiary education and lifelong learning opportunities.
In the 1970’s there were predictions that with technological advances, a much larger proportion of people within
the service and knowledge sectors would work from home, reducing overheads and demand for office floorspace.
This phenomenon has not been realised, with more than 80% 16 of the persons employed across Australia still
working in business premises.
Rather than a move away from business premises, technological advances have contributed towards a greater
choice of locations and higher density of employment within offices with wireless networks and the like facilitating
initiatives such as ‘activity based workplaces’.
The increasing affluence of NSW’s population and the growth of the New Economy is expected to strengthen
demand for commercial office floorspace especially in key locations, close to tertiary education and transport
links. The key long term trend in office development has therefore been the growth in the service and knowledge
sectors. These sectors relate to civil service and public sector administration; banking, insurance and finance;
private sector administration (corporate headquarters etc.); business services (law, accountancy and consultancy )
and consumer services (health, education, media etc.). These trends are reflected in the forecasts for North
Sydney provided in Section 2.2.
Potential implications: Increased demand for office space in North Sydney.

16

ABS Locations of Work Survey 2008
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3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF ASIAN ECONOMIES
The industrialisation of Asian economies has been occurring in a piecemeal fashion for more than 50 years.
Japan’s rapid modernisation after 1950 was later shared by other economies such as South Korea, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Singapore and most recently, China. According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) the growth rates
of these newly industrialised Asian economies over the last 25 years have been consistently higher than
advanced economies like Australia17. Deloitte Access Economics anticipates trade with Asian economies will
continue to grow over the coming decades18.
The rise of Asia has had a major impact on Australia’s economy, with Australia’s proximity to Asian markets begin
a competitive advantage. Demand for Australia’s resources and services from Asia’s emerging economies has
increased dramatically since 1990, whilst trade with Australia’s traditional trading partners such as the United
States, United Kingdom, Japan and New Zealand has declined over the same period 19.
The growth of Asian economies is also likely to present North Sydney with significant opportunities in the future.
The expansion of Asia’s middle class will generate greater demand for tertiary education which will in turn
increase demand for accommodation, food and other consumer items. The modernisation of Asian economies will
also increase demand for other services in which North Sydney enjoys a competitive advantage in such as
professional, technical, financial and insurance services.
Potential implications: Greater demand for tertiary education, accommodation and high quality office space in
North Sydney.

3.3 DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFTS
Over the coming decades Sydney will be impacted by two demographic events – firstly, substantial population
growth driven largely by immigration and secondly, the aging of Australia’s population as the baby boomers reach
retirement age. The State Government’s draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) states that by 2031
Sydney’s population will grow from 4.3 million to 5.6 million and there will be 900,000 people over the age of 65,
which is almost twice as many people in that age cohort.
The biggest implication of population growth for North Sydney will be the commensurate increase in demand for
both households and businesses to locate in and around the Centre, although this will be influenced to a certain
extent by the cost, convenience and desirability of living and working there.
As outlined in Section 2.2, between 2011 and 2031 the NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics forecasts North
Sydney’s resident population to increase by 1,209 people20. During the same period the number of people working
in the Centre is also forecast to increase by 10,810 people 21. North Sydney is currently well positioned to

17

IMF World Economic Outlook, 2011

18

Deloitte Access Economics, Prospects and challenges for the Hunter region A strategic economic study (2013)

19

United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics Database

20

BTS Population Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – Travel zones 2347, 2353, 2354, 2358, 2359, 2360 & 2361 (this excludes Milsons Point)
BTS Employment Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – Travel zones 2347, 2353, 2354, 2358, 2359, 2360 & 2361 (this excludes Milsons Point

21
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accommodate anticipated growth with fifteen major developments in the Centre either approved or currently being
assessed under the North Sydney LEP 2001. Together these developments have the capacity to accommodate
around 1,800 new residents and over 6,000 office workers22. Greater numbers of people living and working in the
North Sydney Centre will increase demand for groceries, cafes, restaurants, specialty foods and personal services
and in turn benefit local businesses who can meet those demands.
Some sectors of North Sydney’s economy are also likely to benefit from opportunities that arise on account of the
area’s aging population. Consistent with broader trends between 2011 and 2031 the number of people living in the
North Sydney LGA aged over 65 years is forecast to rise by 55%23. Retirees living in the area, downsizing from
larger dwellings are likely to increase demand for apartments in and around the North Sydney Centre where they
can age in place and be in close proximity to health services and amenities such as public transport, retail and
community facilities.
Potential implications: Increased demand for dwellings, office and retail floorspace, public transport and
social infrastructure.

3.4 BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY AND PERFORMANCE
Building sustainability and performance is an increasingly important consideration for building owners and tenants.
A Jones Lang LaSalle survey (2009) found that whilst only 37% of corporate occupiers were willing to pay rental
premiums of between 1-10% for sustainable floorspace, almost 90% considered green building certification when
selecting premises24. This trend is largely a consequence of recent legislative changes by the Federal
Government, shifting tenant preferences and owners recognition that greener buildings can deliver higher returns.
In response many building owners seek to retro-fit and reposition their assets to meet the markets growing
awareness and expectations of sustainable floorspace.
Recognising the importance of supporting the commercial office industry through sustainability efforts, the NSW
Office of Environment and Heritage has sponsored legislative change in the form of Environmental Upgrade
Agreements (EUAs). EUAs facilitate innovative funding by allowing building owners to repay a loan for building
upgrades via a local council charge on the site. This mechanism is already available to buildings in Sydney City
and Parramatta City and North Sydney Council is working toward introducing its own.
Potential implications: Greater demand for existing and new higher grade office buildings. This will
necessitate refurbishment or replacement of the Centre’s lower grade building stock.

22

Hill PDA North Sydney Centre Economic Appraisal (Stage 1) - Economic Benefits of Recent Development (2013)

23

BTS Population Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – North Sydney LGA

The Jones Lang Lasalle 2009 global survey on Corporate Real Estate and sustainability indicates that an increasing number of corporate executives
consider sustainability to be a critical business issue.
24
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3.5 LIFESTYLE PREFERENCES
An increase in the number of working hours per household has resulted in time pressures for the workforce.
Linked to this is the impact of a greater proportion of dual income earning households that means less time for
family responsibilities. A major contributing factor to this has been the steady increase in the employment rate for
women in Australia from 29% in 1954 to 47% in 1980 to 56% in 201125 with almost half of these women having
dependent children.
As a result, places that enable workers to conveniently access public transport and combine paid work, leisure
and family responsibilities have become increasingly attractive. Sydney’s office market is highly competitive and
locations like Norwest, Macquarie Park and Barangaroo realise their success depends on providing a vibrant mix
of uses including shops, child care, parks and retail that are attractive to office workers who are increasingly time
poor.
North Sydney’s commercial core is conveniently situated in close proximity to a limited range shops and services,
a major transport interchange and some of the best schools in Sydney. It already has many of the key elements
to be more attractive to workers than some competing office locations and the business parks. This is supported
by the findings of the North Sydney’s office tenant’s survey undertaken to inform the North Sydney Centre
Commercial Study (2013). When asked what the most prominent features were influencing their choice of
location, tenants responded:


Availability of public transport (76% of respondents);



Being close to the Sydney CBD (62%);



Being close to clients and customers (47%);



Desirable location for attracting staff (45%); and



Fitting in with your corporate image (44%).

However, the same survey identified improvements tenants thought necessary in the North Sydney Centre
including:


Better retail provision / variety;



Cheaper / more parking for staff;



More bars / cafes;



Better public transport; and



Better outdoor landscaping / spaces for pedestrians and people having lunch.

Potential implications: To remain competitive within Sydney’s commercial marketplace, North Sydney Centre
must build on its lifestyle and convenience offering.

25

ABS Census 2011
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3.6 THE BOTTOM LINE


The increasing affluence of NSW’s population and the growth of the New Economy is expected to
strengthen demand for commercial office floorspace especially in key locations, close to tertiary
education and transport links. The key implication for North Sydney will be greater demand for high
quality office space driven by growth in the banking, insurance, finance and business services;



The economic growth of Asia has had a major impact on Australia’s economy; with Australia’s
proximity to Asian markets being a competitive advantage. The expansion of Asia’s middle class will
generate greater demand for services provided by North Sydney in such as professional, technical,
financial, insurance and education services. The key implication for North Sydney will be greater
demand for tertiary education, accommodation and high quality office space in the Centre;



Over the coming decades Sydney will be impacted by two demographic events – firstly, substantial
population growth driven largely by immigration and secondly, the aging of Australia’s population as the
baby boomers reach retirement age. The key implication for North Sydney will be increased demand for
dwellings, office and retail floorspace, public transport and social infrastructure;



Environmental sustainability and performance is an increasingly important consideration for building
owners and tenants. Many building owners find themselves looking to retro-fit and reposition their assets
to meet the markets growing awareness and expectations of sustainable floorspace. The key implication
for North Sydney will be greater demand for existing and new higher grade office buildings. This will
necessitate refurbishment or replacement of the Centre’s lower grade building stock; and



An increase in the number of working hours per household has resulted in time pressures for the
workforce. Linked to this is the impact of a greater proportion of dual earning households that means
less time for family responsibilities. As a result, places that enable workers to conveniently access public
transport and combine paid work, leisure and family responsibilities are becoming increasingly attractive.
As a consequence for North Sydney to remain competitive it must build on its lifestyle and
convenience offering, including its evening and weekend economy.
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4. IMPLICATIONS FOR LAND USE REQUIREMENTS
This Chapter outlines the implications of the economic trends outlined in preceding Chapters on demand for
office, retail and residential floorspace in the North Sydney Centre.

4.1 OFFICE SPACE
2011 – Current Situation

2031 – Long Term Forecast

40,789 workers in Centre26

51,599 workers in Centre

26,734 core office based workers in Centre27

38,655 core office based workers in Centre

Professional services: 30% of workforce

Professional services: 45% of workforce

Financial & Insurance Services: 15% of workforce

Financial & Insurance Services: 17% of workforce

Information Media & Telecommunications: 7% of workforce

Information Media & Telecommunications: 7% of workforce

According to the NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics the
number of people working in North Sydney’s office based
industries will increase by 11,921 between the years of
2011 and 203128. This number of new office workers will
require the Centre to accommodate up to 240,000sqm of
additional office floorspace29.

Figure 6 - Office floorspace in North Sydney
Centre
1,100,000
860,000

In line with these forecasts, the State Government’s draft
Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) has set a target
for North Sydney to accommodate an additional 12,000
jobs by 2031.

Office Floorspace in 2011 Office Floorspace required by
(sqm)
2031 (sqm)
Source: Hill PDA, PCA

4.2 RETAIL SPACE
2011 – Current Situation

2031 – Long Term Forecast

44,725sqm total street level/shopfront floorspace in Centre

61,000sqm total street level/shopfront floorspace in Centre

26,812sqm retail floorspace in Centre

37,900sqm retail floorspace in Centre

10,694sqm commercial service floorspace in Centre

15,000sqm commercial service floorspace in Centre

The growth of people living and working in the Centre between 2011 and 2031 will generate further demand for goods
and services which, in turn, will require additional floorspace to meet that demand. By 2031 it is estimated there will be
sufficient demand to accommodate around 16,000sqm of additional retail and commercial street level/shopfront
floorspace in the Centre.

Note the number of workers in the North Sydney Centre varies between NSW BTS Datasets. BTS/JTW 2013 identifies 39,086 workers in Centre while
BTS Employment Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release identifies 40,789 workers.
26

27

Core office based workers are defined as people in the following industries Professional, Scientific and Technical Services; Financial and Insurance
Services; Administrative and Support Services; Public Administration and Safety; Information Media and Telecommunications; and, Rental, Hiring and Real
Estate Services.
28

BTS Employment Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release

29

NLA based on 20 sqm per office worker

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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Figure 7 - Shopfront /Street Level Floorspace in North Sydney Centre (sqm)

2011

2031

61,000
44,725

37,900
26,812
10,694

Retail

15,000

7,219

Commercial Service

8,100

Other

Total

Shopfront / Street Level Floorspace in North Sydeny Centre (sqm)
Source: Hill PDA

4.3 RESIDENTIAL SPACE
2011 – Current Situation

2031 – Long Term Forecast

5,897 residents in Centre

7,106 residents in Centre

3,077 households in Centre

3,678 households in Centre

8% of resident population aged under 15 years

9% of resident population aged under 15 years

15% of resident population aged over 65 years

18% of resident population aged over 65 years

According to the NSW Bureau of Transport Statistics (BTS) the number of people living in the suburb of North Sydney
will increase by 1,209 between the years of 2011 and 2031 30. During this time the number of dwellings in North Sydney
is forecast to increase by 601 to 3,678 dwellings 31. As discussed in Chapter 2 the BTS forecast is considered
conservative with population and dwelling growth anticipated to be somewhat higher. Almost 1,000 additional dwellings
are expected to be added to the Centre’s mixed use area over the next decade which is translates to around 1,900
additional residents.

Figure 8 - Residents and Dwellings in North Sydney Centre
2011
8,000

7,106
5,897

2031

5,897
3,077

Residents in centre - BTS

Residents in centre - Hill PDA

3,678

Dwellings in centre - BTS

3,077

4,100

Dwellings in centre - Hill PDA

Source: BTS, Hill PDA

30

BTS Population Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – Travel zones 2347, 2353, 2354, 2358, 2359, 2360 & 2361 (this excludes Milsons Point)

31

BTS Dwelling Forecasts 2006-2046, August 2012 Release – Travel zones 2347, 2353, 2354, 2358, 2359, 2360 & 2361 (this excludes Milsons Point)
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4.4 THE BOTTOM LINE


The draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) has set a target for the North Sydney Centre to
accommodate an additional 12,000 jobs by 2031. This number of new office workers will require the
Centre to accommodate up to 240,000sqm of additional office floorspace.



Almost 1,000 additional dwellings are expected to be added to the Centre’s mixed use area over the
next decade which translates into approximatley 1,900 additional residents.



The growth of people living and working in the Centre between 2011 and 2031 would generate further
demand for goods and services which, in turn, would require additional floorspace to meet that demand.
By 2031 it is estimated there would be sufficient demand to accommodate approximately 16,000sqm of
additional retail and commercial street level/shopfront floorspace in the Centre.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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PART 2: SCENARIO TESTING NORTH SYDNEY’S
FUTURE
In addition to baseline forecast, Hill PDA considered
four ‘what if’ scenarios and assessed the potential
impacts of each scenario to the vitality and viability of
North Sydney Centre. The scenarios assessed are:
1. North Sydney’s commercial core is protected
but its office market stagnates;
2. North Sydney’s commercial core is protected
and its office market grows;
3. Residential development replaces commercial
floorspace in North Sydney’s core; and
4. Office and residential uses both expand in the
commercial core.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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5. TESTING FUTURE PLANNING SCENARIOS
To inform our recommendations we have considered four scenarios relating to alternate policy and market
outcomes and assessed their potential impacts on the North Sydney Centre. The scenarios assessed are:
Scenario 1 – North Sydney’s office market stagnates


What if the commercial core of North Sydney Centre remains protected BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the core owing to market trends?

Scenario 2 – North Sydney’s office market grows and becomes more competitive


What if the commercial core remains protected AND additional commercial floorspace is developed in
the core in line with job growth forecasts and market trends?

Scenario 3 – Residential development replaces some commercial floorspace in North Sydney’s core


What if some residential is permitted in commercial core BUT no additional commercial floorspace is
developed in the core owing to market trends?

Scenario 4 – North Sydney’s office and residential market grow together in an intensified Core


What if some residential is permitted in commercial core AND additional residential and commercial
floorspace is developed in the core?

This Chapter explains and analyses each of these scenarios and their pros and cons.

5.1 SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
5.1.1 SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS
Scenario 1 Assumptions
Scenario 1 maintains the current policy of protecting the commercial core and only permitting residential
development on North Sydney Centre’s fringe. It also assumes no new office floorspace will be constructed in the
North Sydney Centre over the next 20 years and the supply of office floorpsace will remain unchanged at
860,000sqm. Whilst this scenario is unlikely it remains a useful exercise to see what the potential consequences
might be if the Centre fails to improve its competitiveness by increasing the quality and quantity of its building
stock.
Scenario 2 Assumptions
Scenario 2 also protects the commercial core, however, it considers the impacts of the Centre’s commercial
floorspace increasing from 860,000sqm to 1,100,000sqm by 2031 to accommodate State Government job
forecasts and targets outlined in Section 4.1 of this Study. This scenario is considered the ‘base case’ as it
reflects the State Government’s current strategy for the Centre.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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Scenario 3 Assumptions
Scenario 3 considers the impact of permitting some residential development in the commercial core. It assumes
there would be no increase in commercial floorpsace in the Centre and new residential development would
replace existing commercial floorspace. For analytical purposes we have assumed this scenario could result in the
construction of approximately 1,500 dwellings in the Centre’s core and the loss of 130,000sqm office floorspace32
(which is the equivalent of around 15% of the Centre’s existing 860,000sqm commercial floorspace).
Scenario 4 Assumptions
Scenario 4 also considers the impact of permitting some residential development in North Sydney Centre’s
commercial core. The Scenario however assumes that a substantial amount of new commercial and residential
development would occur concurrently and increase the total amount of floorspace in the Centre’s core, requiring
substantially higher densities than permitted under current planning controls. For analytical purposes we have
assumed:


Commercial floorspace increasing from 860,000sqm to 1,100,000sqm by 2031 to accommodate State
Government job forecasts and targets outlined in Section 4.1 of this Study; and



Around 130,000sqm of residential floorpsace being added to the Centre’s core which could equate to
around 1,500 dwellings33.

The four scenarios being tested are described and illustrated in the following figure.
Figure 9 - North Sydney Centre Future Planning Scenarios
More High Grade Commercial
Floorspace in Centre’s Core

No Residential
Dwellings Permitted in
Centre’s Core

Source: Hill PDA, 2013

32
33

Scenario 2

Scenario 4

Competitive
Commercial Core

Intensified
Cosmopolitan Core

Additional commercial
floorspace and
replacement/renewal of
older buildings

Additional commercial
floorspace complemented
by new dwellings on
periphery of Core

Scenario 1

Scenario 3

Stagnating
Commercial Core

Eroded Commercial
Core

Little new commercial
development or renewal of
lower grade buildings in
Core

Some commercial
floorspace in Core replaced
by dwellings and little new
commercial development

Residential
Dwellings
Permitted in
Centre’s Core

No new Commercial
Floorspace in Centre’s
Core

1,500dwellings is based on 130,000sqm of gross residential floorspace at average gross floorspace of 87sqm per dwelling/apartment.
Ibid.
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5.1.2 ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Each of the four scenarios are tested against the following criteria:


Impact on the prestige and performance of the North Sydney Centre office market;



Impact on the supply of commercial floorspace in the North Sydney Centre and its employment targets;



Impact on housing supply in the North Sydney LGA;



Impact on economic activity and vitality of the North Sydney Centre & its housing targets;



Impact on social infrastructure; and



Impact on Council’s rate revenue.

5.1.3 IMPACT RATINGS
The Chapter also ranks the significance of the impacts in accordance with methodology set out in the table below
as either:


Positive, negative or uncertain; and



Significant, moderate, slight or neutral.

Table 6 - Assessment Rating Levels
Rating Level

Description

Significant Negative

Impacts with serious, long term and possibly irreversible effects leading to serious
damage, degradation or deterioration of North Sydney Centre’s economic
competitiveness and vitality.

Moderate Negative

Impacts on North Sydney Centre’s economic competitiveness and vitality may be short,
medium or long term in duration and may be offset/reversible through mitigation polices.

Slight Negative

Impacts have minor negative effect on North Sydney Centre’s economic
competitiveness and vitality. Could be short term and mitigated through appropriate
actions/policies.

Neutral

No discernible or predictable positive or negative impact on North Sydney Centre’s
economic competitiveness and vitality.

Slight Positive

Impacts have small positive effect on North Sydney Centre’s economic competitiveness
and vitality. Could possibly be short term or limited to small number of stakeholders.

Moderate Positive

Impacts may be short, medium or long term in duration. Positive outcome may be in
terms of new opportunities and outcomes of enhancement or improvement.

Significant Positive

Impacts resulting in substantial and long term improvements or enhancements to North
Sydney Centre’s economic competitiveness and vitality.

Uncertain

Impacts on North Sydney Centre’s economic competitiveness and vitality unclear over
the medium to long term due to uncertainties around market dynamics.

Source: Adapted from the Strategic Merit Test, National Guidelines for Transport System Management in Australia (2nd Edition) by Hill PDA

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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5.2 SCENARIO TESTING
This section tests each of the four scenarios in light of the aforementioned criteria.

5.2.1 IMPACT TO THE PRESTIGE AND PERFORMANCE OF OFFICE MARKET
The competitiveness of North Sydney’s is reliant on its position as one of Australia’s largest office markets. The
prestige attached to office markets are influenced by many factors, not least the type of tenants, land and rental
values, location, attractiveness, convenience, access to transport and proximity to customers, competitors and
complementary businesses. However, the most important factor influencing the prestige of office markets is their
size. With more than 860,000sqm of commercial floorspace North Sydney remains the State’s second largest
office market.
Whist size alone does not guarantee success, North Sydney’s competiveness will hinge largely on its ability to
retain a ‘critical mass’. Figure 9 shows vacancy rates for Sydney’s three largest office markets outside Sydney
CBD (which are North Sydney, North Ryde/Macquarie Park and Parramatta) range between 6.7% and 7.4%. In
contrast, vacancy rates for the smaller markets of St Leonards, Chatswood and Norwest are 10.7%, 13.7% and
15.1% respectively.

1,000,000

16.0%

900,000

14.0%

800,000

12.0%

700,000
600,000

10.0%

500,000

8.0%

400,000

6.0%

300,000

Vacancy Rate (%)

Commercial Floorspace (sqm)

Figure 10 - Sydney Office Market Size and Vacancy Rates 2012

4.0%

200,000

2.0%

100,000
0

0.0%
North Sydney

North
Ryde/Macquarie
Park

Parramatta

St Leonards

Chatswood

Norwest

Sydney Office Market
Source: Colliers International Sydney Metropolitan Office Market Report 2012

Current indications are that the North Sydney Centre derives a competitive advantage from its critical mass. It
also has limited scope to expand outwards. As such, any reduction or dilution in existing office floorspace could
jeopardise this critical mass and the benefits associated with it. Therefore the introduction of residential uses
within the North Sydney Centre has the potential to erode one of North Sydney Centre’s primary competitive
advantages as occurred in nearby Chatswood.
The mix and presence of residential uses in the Chatswood office precinct resulted in a focus that is not purely
commercial, detracting from its key attributes as a major office location with excellent transport infrastructure.
Despite offering excellent staff amenity, there is anecdotal evidence suggesting this is a significant factor in the
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lack of tenant demand in Chatswood, as occupiers deem the introduction of residential uses as lowering the
prestige associated with the location as a business hub as well as potential conflicting interests.
The impact of allowing residential development in the North Sydney Centre was discussed with investors during
the preparation of the North Sydney Centre Commercial Centre Study (2013). The Study found:
There are mixed attitudes in relation to the exclusion of residential development in the North Sydney CBD. The
major concerns amongst respondents that are opposed or unsure about the inclusion of residential
development within the North Sydney CBD was the “Chatswood‟ syndrome where too much residential
development had been constructed adjacent to office accommodation. It was felt by these groups that poor
integration of residential development within the commercial core could have the potential knock on effect of
tenants leaving and North Sydney becoming predominately residential. Others see the development of
residential within the CBD as essential for reigniting the atmosphere of the area by activating the area outside
of core business hours and an opportunity for better utilisation of the older office market stock. All respondents
agreed that residential development was appropriate at least on the periphery of the core commercial area and
felt that an increased local population within walking distance of the commercial core could assist to invigorate
North Sydney outside of core business hours.
The potential impact of the four scenarios on the prestige and performance of North Sydney Centre office market
is discussed in the table below.
Table 7 - Scenario Testing: Impacts on the Prestige and Performance of North Sydney Centre
Scenario Description

Impact of Scenario on prestige and performance of North Sydney
Centre office market

Scenario 1

What if the commercial core of
North Sydney Centre remains
protected BUT no additional
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Moderate
Negative

North Sydney Centre would retain its position as a
major office market but without renewal and
replacement of lower grade stock it would become less
competitive against the likes of Sydney CBD’s western
corridor and to a lesser extent Macquarie Park and
Barangaroo.

Scenario 2

What if the commercial core
remains protected AND
additional commercial floorspace
is developed in the core in line
with job growth forecasts?

Significant
Positive

North Sydney could enhance its position and prestige
as one of Australia’s most desirable office markets by
expanding the quantity of high grade office floorspace
in the Centre. This would require substantial
replacement and renewal of existing lower grade stock.

Scenario 3

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core?

Significant
Negative

This scenario would result in significant erosion of North
Sydney Centre’s prestige and performance. Outcome
likely to be similar to Chatswood which saw office
vacancy rates increase and increased pressure for
residential development grow (i.e. slippery slope).

Scenario 4

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
AND additional residential and
commercial floorspace is

Uncertain

Impact on prestige could be negative or positive with
the outcome depending on a number of factors. Impact
could be positive provided the following occurred
together: the amount of commercial floorspace

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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Scenario Description
developed in the core?

Impact of Scenario on prestige and performance of North Sydney
Centre office market
increased; lower grade stock was replaced by higher
grade stock; and new residential development only
permitted on underutilised sites on the periphery of the
core that are unviable to redevelop as higher grade
office stock (viability would have to be proven through
open book viability assessment). Without all three of
these factors the impact of the scenario on the prestige
of the Centre is likely to be negative.

5.2.2 IMPACT ON SUPPLY OF COMMERCIAL FLOORSPACE AND JOB TARGETS
The role and significance of the North Sydney Centre as a one of Australia’s major commercial centres is well
established and continues to be supported by the State Government and North Sydney Council. Under the State
Government’s current Metropolitan Plan for Sydney to 2036 (2010), the Sydney CBD and North Sydney Centre
share the highest place in Sydney’s centres hierarchy by being designated ‘Global Sydney’. This classification
recognises their role as the financial, economic and cultural heart of Sydney 34. Key objectives identified in the
Plan include boosting North Sydney’s economic role in Global Sydney and the Global Economic Corridor and
ensuring adequate capacity for new office and visitor accommodation 35. Under the Plan the North Sydney CBD
was expected to accommodate 14,000 additional jobs between 2006 and 2036 (i.e. 14,000 over 30 years).
The draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) articulates the State Government’s latest vision for Greater
Sydney and will replace the 2010 Plan and its targets. It reinforces North Sydney’s role as one half of Sydney’s
Global City and includes an action to “Ensure sufficient capacity within planning controls for appropriate growth in
office space in Central Sydney, North Sydney, Parramatta, Penrith and Liverpool” 36. The draft Strategy has set a
revised target for the North Sydney Centre to accommodate an additional 12,000 jobs between 2011 and 2031
(i.e. 12,000 jobs over 20 years). This target whilst lower in quantum is more ambitious than the 2010 Plan
because its to occur in less time. Council has reinforced North Sydney’s role as one of Australia’s major office
markets through the North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2001 which provides sufficient capacity to
accommodate over 200,000sqm of additional commercial floorspace in the Centre. This policy is also reflected in
the draft North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2013.
With regard to the quality of office space in the North Sydney Centre, interviews with investors, real estate agents
and other groups undertaken as part of the North Sydney Centre Commercial Centre Study (2013) found that:
There is a general consensus that North Sydney is a second tier office market and that premium stock is in
short supply. There is a need for more A grade stock with larger floor plates (>1,500 sqm) if North Sydney is
going to remain competitive in the market.

Metropolitan Plan for Sydney to 2036, NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure (2010)
Ibid
36 Draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney, NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure (2013)
34
35
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This suggests that if North Sydney is to enhance its competiveness, accommodate employment growth and
realise job targets it will need to increase both the quantity and quality of commercial floorspace within the
commercial core. The potential impacts of the four scenarios on the supply of commercial floorspace in North
Sydney Centre and employment targets are discussed in the table below.
Table 8 - Scenario Testing: Impacts on Supply of Commercial Floorspace and Employment Targets
Scenario Description

Impact of scenario on supply of commercial floorspace in North
Sydney Centre and employment targets

Scenario 1

What if the commercial core of
North Sydney Centre remains
protected BUT no additional
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Moderate
Negative

Under this scenario the State Government’s vision and
job targets for North Sydney, as outlined in the draft
Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) could not be
achieved. Rather, the scenario would see the level of
commercial floorspace and number of jobs in the Centre
stagnate and possibly decline. Without expanding the
quality of high grade floorspace North Sydney Centre’s
competitive position as a major office market would be
diluted and further pressure would mount to allow
residential in the commercial core, which if allowed,
would only erode the competitiveness of North Sydney’s
office market further (i.e. slippery slope)

Scenario 2

What if the commercial core
remains protected AND
additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core in line with job growth
forecasts?

Significant
Positive

This scenario would see the North Sydney Centre
accommodate in the order of 240,00sqm of additional
commercial floorspace and 12,000 further workers. This
scenario would realise the State Government’s current
vision for the Centre as outlined in the draft Metropolitan
Strategy for Sydney (2013) and enhance its
competitiveness as one of Australia’s major office
markets.

Scenario 3

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core?

Significant
Negative

This scenario would see around new 1,500 dwellings and
2,850 residents replace 130,000sqm of commercial
floorspace and more than 6,000 workers. The State
Government’s vision and job targets for North Sydney, as
outlined in the draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney
(2013) would not be achieved. North Sydney Centre’s
competitive position as a major office market would be
eroded and further pressure would mount to allow
residential in the commercial core, which if allowed,
would only erode the competitiveness of North Sydney’s
office market further (i.e. slippery slope).

Scenario 4

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
AND additional residential and
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Uncertain

This scenario would see the North Sydney Centre
accommodate up to 240,00sqm of additional commercial
floorspace and 12,000 further workers. This scenario
would realise the State Government’s current vision for
the Centre as outlined in the draft Metropolitan Strategy
for Sydney (2013). However, there is a substantial risk
that new residential development in the core – if

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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Impact of scenario on supply of commercial floorspace in North
Sydney Centre and employment targets

Scenario Description

excessive and poorly located – could crowd out and
undermine the attractiveness and viability of new
commercial development.

5.2.3 IMPACT ON HOUSING SUPPLY
Demand for housing in Sydney remains strong as a result of population growth and high levels of employment.
Supply has been restricted however in recent years as a result of high land prices and difficulty for securing
finance post the GFC. A combination of strong demand and restricted supply indicates that the outlook for the
residential property market remains good. The key drivers to Sydney’s residential property market are:


Interest rates underpinning affordability;



A long term trend towards smaller household sizes;



High cost of ownership forcing more people to rent maintaining a strong demand for rental properties;



Downsizing of empty nesters, and home owners under pressure of large mortgage repayments; and



Strong population growth from international migration and natural increase.

Industry sources report that Sydney is experiencing its lowest rate of housing growth in 50 years 37 with the gap
between housing demand and supply worsening. According to Access Economics, NSW has slumped from
contributing more than one third of new housing in Australia to less than a fifth in a single decade, with little
indication that this trend will change in the short term. To exemplify this point, between 2007 and 2008 only
15,000 additional dwellings were built in the Sydney Statistical Division in comparison to 32,000 between 1999
and 200038.
With particular reference to the North Sydney LGA, the table below indicates the number of dwelling completions
over the 2000 to 2010 period.
Figure 11 - Dwelling Completions in North Sydney LGA (2000 to 2010)
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Source: Metropolitan Development Program 2010/11 Report South, NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure

37
38

Source: Rents to soar as housing crisis worsens, Daily Telegraph March 25, 2009
Source: Metropolitan Strategy Review, Sydney Towards 2036, NSW Government
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Although housing completions since 2006/07 continue to remain well below the 10 year average of 395 per
annum, there are early indications that housing completions will improve over the coming years, with investment
incentivised as a result of continued low levels of vacancy and rising rents. A large proportion of the LGA’s
dwelling completions are expected to be in the mixed use areas of the North Sydney Centre.
As discussed in Section 2.2 above, 889 dwellings have been approved in the North Sydney Centre under the
North Sydney LEP 2011 with a further 101 dwellings under assessment. In total 990 additional dwellings will be
completed in the Centre in coming years accommodating around 1,881 residents once fully developed and
occupied. This is based on applying the average household size of 1.9 persons per dwelling which is the current
occupancy rate for the suburb of North Sydney 39.
The potential impacts of the four scenarios on the housing supply in the North Sydney LGA are discussed in the
table below.
Table 9 - Scenario Testing: Impact on Housing Supply
Scenario Description
Scenario 1

Impact of scenario on housing supply in the North Sydney LGA

What if the commercial core of
North Sydney Centre remains
protected BUT no additional
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Neutral

Scenario 2

What if the commercial core
remains protected AND
additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core in line with job growth
forecasts?

Neutral

Scenario 3

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core?

Moderate
Positive

Scenario 4

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
AND additional residential and
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Moderate
Positive

39

Neither of these scenarios would permit residential in the
commercial core and as such would have nil effect on the
supply of housing in the LGA.

Each of these scenarios would add 1,500 dwellings to the
North Sydney Centre’s current commercial core. Whilst it
is unlikely the dwellings would be within the affordable
range for low or very low income households, they would
none the less contribute towards the supply of housing in
the LGA. Additional dwellings in the Centre could
increase job containment rates (that being the number of
people who both live and work in the Centre). Supply of
new dwellings may also serve to attract investment from
Asia in the form of student, professionals and firms who
wish to purchase dwellings in close proximity to North
Sydney, Sydney CBD and universities.

2011 ABS Census - State Suburb SSC11764
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5.2.4 IMPACT ON THE CENTRE’S ECONOMIC VITALITY
During peak hours North Sydney’s local economy benefits substantially from the economic activity and street level
vitality generated by over 40,000 people who work there. Combined, it is estimated that these workers spend in
the order of $2.7 million a week in North Sydney’s local restaurants, cafes, bars, speciality food stores, fast food
outlets, personal services and other local businesses. During the evening and on weekends economic activity
drops substantially on account of fewer workers in the Centre and local residents doing the bulk of their spending
at other locations.
As outlined in Section 2.2 above the 5,897 people living in and around the North Sydney Centre generate d around
$1.9 million in retail expenditure each week ($99m a year). It is also estimated that the 1,700 future residents
living in the 889 dwellings recently approved in North Sydney Centre’s mixed use areas will generate a further
$600,000 of retail expenditure each week ($31m a year).
However, it should be noted that due to North Sydney’s limited retail offer and poor amenity, a minor proportion of
this expenditure generated by local residents is likely to be captured by businesses within the Centre. Expenditure
in department stores, hardware and bulky goods stores, for example, would largely be directed to higher order
centres or homemaker centres. Such destinations serve larger trade areas which residents visit less frequently.
It is expected the bulk of spending by North Sydney’s current and future residents on groceries would leak to the
surrounding suburbs of Neutral Bay and Crows Nest which contain at least one full-line supermarket. It is also
likely that expenditure on other retail types (i.e. restaurants, speciality food, fast food, personal services) would
also occur whilst shopping at these locations further eroding the potential expenditure that North Sydney’s
businesses can capture.
The potential impacts of the four scenarios on economic activity within the North Sydney Centre are discussed in
the table below.
Table 10 - Scenario Testing: Impacts on Economic Activity within the North Sydney Centre
Scenario Description
Scenario 1

What if the commercial core of
North Sydney Centre remains
protected BUT no additional
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft

Impact of scenario on economic activity in the North Sydney Centre
Slight
Negative

Under this scenario economic activity during peak hours
would continue to be strong and driven by large numbers
of workers. Expenditure levels of workers in the Centre’s
economy would largely be determined by vacancy levels
and the quality of retail offer in the Centre and broader
economic conditions. There is also a risk that unless
North Sydney expands the quantity of high grade
floorspace available, its competitive position as a major
office market will be eroded and vacancy levels will rise,
in turn leading to reduced economic activity. Furthermore,
without a program of initiatives to activate the Centre,
economic activity after peak hours would remain subdued
under this scenario and most resident expenditure would
continue escape to other centres.
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Scenario Description

Impact of scenario on economic activity in the North Sydney Centre

Scenario 2

What if the commercial core
remains protected AND
additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core in line with job growth
forecasts?

Moderate
Positive

This scenario would see economic activity in the Centre
increase during peak hours. It is estimated that 12,000
further workers would inject an additional $800,000 into
the local economy each week ($42m a year). Without a
program of initiatives to activate the Centre, economic
activity after peak hours would remain subdued and most
resident expenditure would continue escape to other
centres.

Scenario 3

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core?

Uncertain

Under this scenario 2,850 new residents in North
Sydney’s core would generate retail expenditure in the
order of $900,000 a week ($48m a year). However, due
to North Sydney’s limited retail offer and poor amenity,
only a modest proportion of expenditure by local residents
would be captured by businesses within the Centre. The
benefits of this resident expenditure would be further
eroded by the loss of 6,000 workers and the $390,000 a
week ($20m a year) they spend in the Centre on local
restaurants, cafes, bars, speciality food stores, fast food
outlets, personal services and other local businesses.
Due the escape of resident expenditure to other locations
it is possible this scenario would result in less economic
activity in the North Sydney Centre.

Scenario 4

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
AND additional residential and
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Significant
Positive

If the number of people living and working in the North
Sydney Centre increases so too will economic activity
during peak hours, after work and during weekends. It is
estimated that 12,000 further workers would inject an
additional $800,000 into the local economy each week
($42m a year). The 2,850 new residents in North
Sydney’s core would also generate retail expenditure in
the order of $900,000 a week ($48m a year). However,
retaining a greater proportion of this resident spend in the
local North Sydney economy would require diversification
of the Centre’s retail offer and implementing a program of
initiatives to activate the Centre.

5.2.5 IMPACT ON SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The economic vitality of a centre is inextricably linked to the level of social infrastructure available to its workers
and residents. People are attracted to live and work in places where they can conveniently access recreational
facilities, open space and community facilities such as schools, hospitals, libraries, community centres and child
care centres. Failure to provide sufficient social infrastructure to meet the needs of residents and workers can
detrimentally impact a centre by eroding its attractiveness as a place to live and work. In short, the wellbeing of
residents, workers and local economy is dependent on supplying adequate social infrastructure to meet demand.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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The North Sydney LGA is well endowed with social infrastructure. Within close proximity to the North Sydney’s
Centre existing 26 educational establishments, three hospitals, three community centres, the Stanton Library and
numerous child care centres. Whilst the LGA contains a large number of parks, playing fields and recreational
facilities, the quality and quantity of public spaces in the North Sydney Centre is very limited. At peak times,
Mount Street Plaza and St Leonards Park can become crowded and local child care centres are at capacity40.
With the recent approval of 889 additional dwellings in the North Sydney Centre – which equates to nearly 1,700
new residents – demand for social infrastructure is likely to increase substantially in coming years. Based on the
NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure’s benchmarks for social infrastructure, 1,700 new residents would
generate additional demand for:


Recreational facilities, including: nearly two new playgrounds, 94% of a basketball court; 94% of a tennis
court; 68% of a cricket field; 56% of a netball court; 56% of a rugby field; 34% of a hockey field and 34%
of a soccer pitch; and



Community facilities, including: 28% of a small community centre, 28% of a pre-school, 26% of a long
day child care centre, 11% of an occasional child care centre and 6% of an outside of school hours care
centre.

The potential impact of the four scenarios on the demand for social infrastructure is discussed in the table below.
Table 11 - Scenario Testing: Impacts on Social Infrastructure
Scenario Description

Impact of scenario on social infrastructure

Scenario 1

What if the commercial core of
North Sydney Centre remains
protected BUT no additional
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Neutral

If no additional office space were developed in the
North Sydney Centre the demand on social
infrastructure from workers would remain around
current levels and may even decrease if office
vacancies in the Centre were to increase.

Scenario 2

What if the commercial core
remains protected AND
additional commercial floorspace
is developed in the core in line
with job growth forecasts?

Slight
Negative

The addition of up to 240,000sqm of commercial
floorpsace and 12,000 new office workers would
generate demand for social infrastructure, particularly:
child care, open space and recreation facilities.
Generally speaking, the level of demand for social
infrastructure from workers is lower than residents.

Scenario 3

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core?

Moderate
Negative

Based on the aforementioned State Government
benchmarks, the addition 1,500 dwellings and 2,850
residents in North Sydney’s core would generate
demand for:
Recreational facilities, including 3 playgrounds, 1.5
basketball courts; 1.5 tennis courts; a cricket field;
netball court and a rugby field; and

Consultation with North Sydney Council Community and Library Services Division and Open Space and Environmental Services Divi sion
(2013)
40
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Scenario Description

Impact of scenario on social infrastructure
Community facilities, including 48% of a small
community centre, 48% of a pre-school, 45% of a long
day child care centre, 19% of an occasional child care
centre, 10% of an outside of school hours care centre
and 8% of a library.
This demand would be in addition to that generated by
residents of the 889 dwellings recently approved in
North Sydney Centre’s mixed use areas. Demand for
social infrastructure forecast under this Scenario would
be offset to some degree by the 6,000 office workers
that would leave the centre on account of office
buildings being replaced by dwellings. However,
demand for social infrastructure from workers tends to
be less than residents.

Scenario 4

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
AND additional residential and
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Moderate
Negative

Scenario 4 would see 12,000 additional workers and
2,850 additional residents in the Centre generate
significant demand for social infrastructure.
The addition of up to 240,000sqm of commercial
floorpsace and 12,000 new office workers would
generate demand for a range of social infrastructure,
particularly: child care, open space and recreation
facilities. The addition 1,500 dwellings and 2,850
residents in North Sydney’s core would also generate
demand for:
Recreational facilities, including 3 playgrounds, 1.5
basketball courts; 1.5 tennis courts; a cricket field;
netball court and a rugby field; and
Community facilities, including 48% of a small
community centre, 48% of a pre-school, 45% of a long
day child care centre, 19% of an occasional child care
centre, 10% of an outside of school hours care centre
and 8% of a library.
Furthermore, this demand would be in addition to that
generated by residents of the 889 dwellings recently
approved in North Sydney Centre’s mixed use areas.

5.2.6 IMPACT ON COUNCIL RATE REVENUE
Local Government is a major component of the NSW economy. Combined NSW Councils spend around $8 billion
annually, manage $120 billion of non-financial assets (i.e. infrastructure and land) and employ 50,000 people 41.
Councils require sufficient revenues to construct, maintain and renew the infrastructure that facilitates the

41

Local Government NSW, Submission on the NSW Budget for 2013/14 April 2013
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production and distribution of goods and services in the broader economy (e.g. roads, bridges, stormwater
systems etc). Councils are however under increasing financial stress. The peak body Local Government NSW
has identified that under current policy settings around 25% of NSW Councils are not financially sustainable, 50%
are potentially vulnerable and only 25% are in a relatively strong financial position 42. The reasons given for this
financial situation included:


Rate pegging and other legislative constraints on councils fees and charges;



The decline in Commonwealth and State financial support for Local Government relative to economic
growth (GDP, GSP) and the growth in national taxation revenues;



The expanding roles and responsibilities of Local Government; and



Cost and responsibility shifting onto Local Government by the State and Commonwealth Government.43

For North Sydney Council, rates are the main source of income to fund the essential infrastructure and services
outlined in the following Table.
Table 12 - North Sydney Council Infrastructure and Service Provision 2011/2012
Council Infrastructure

Council Services

Parks, gardens and playgrounds

Family, children and youth services

Sportsfields and sporting and recreation facilities

Library, community education and information services

Roads, footpaths, stormwater drains and street furniture

Cultural and heritage programs

Traffic, bicycle and pedestrian facilities

Public and community events and recreation programs,

North Sydney Centre

Planning and development assessments

Neighbourhood shopping precincts

Community engagement

Community centres

Customer services

Source: North Sydney Council Submission to IPART special variations and minimum rate increases 2011/2012

In 2009/10 rates made up 39.5% of North Sydney Council’s annual income which is considered a relatively low
proportion in comparison with many other councils, especially rural councils 44. Council applies a differential rating
system, meaning all rateable land in the LGA is categorised as either residential or business. Under the current
system businesses pay a substantially higher rate per dollar of land value than land categorised as residential 45.
For example, in 2011/12 Council sourced 40% of its total ordinary rate revenue from 3,270 business assessments
and the remaining 60% came from 32,979 residential assessments. The following table shows that, on average,
businesses paid $2,903 each in ordinary rates whilst residences paid $493 each46.

Local Government NSW, Submission To the Issues Paper of the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of NSW’s Review of the
Revenue Framework for Local Government September 2008
43 Ibid
44 North Sydney Council Submission to Productivity Commission research report - Assessing Local Government Revenue Raising Capacity
2007/08
45 North Sydney Council, http://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Council_Meetings/Financial/Rates
46 North Sydney Council Submission to IPART special variations and minimum rate increases 2012/2013
42
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Table 13 - Notional General Income (Ordinary Rates) – 2011/12
Rating
Category

Number of
Assessments

Residential
Business

Notional
Ordinary Rate
Income Yield

% of Total
Ordinary Rate
Income Yield

Average Rates
Paid per
Assessment

32,979

$16,250,232

60%

$493

3,720

$10,800,992

40%

$2,903

36,699

$27,051,224

100%

Source: North Sydney Council Submission to IPART special variations and minimum rate increases 2012/2013

Council recognises its rates have historically been low in comparison to similar councils. In a submission to the
Productivity Commission, Council explained that:
“The choice of land valuation method and rate-pegging in North Sydney has led to the vast majority of
residential rate-payers paying very low rates. Approximately 80% of households in North Sydney pay the
minimum rate, which is currently $371 per annum. This goes nowhere near covering the costs of services
provided to these households. Most ratepayers in medium and high density housing pay the minimum rate
which means that, for example, a multimillion dollar penthouse apartment with views of Sydney Harbour will
attract the minimum rate.”47
In a submission to the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of NSW (IPART) requesting an increase to
rates, Council stated that:
“Council needs adequate income to maintain existing services and infrastructure at an acceptable standard,
replace ageing infrastructure and to provide additional infrastructure in order to meet the community’s
objectives of the 2020 Vision, North Sydney Community Strategic Plan.”
and
“Council requires a consistent level of income to fund these essential services and infrastructure in future.”48
In 2013/14 Council received approval from IPART to increase its rates on residential rate payers which will result
in rate income increasing by 14.6% 49.
Due to the significant difference in rates payed by businesses and residents any change to land use in the North
Sydney Centre will impact Council revenues. Analysis undertaken as part of this Study has found that replacing
established commercial floorspace with residential dwellings is likely to result in lower rate revenues. For
example, if an existing commercial building of around 20,000sqm of floorspace (GFA) was converted to a mixed
use building comprising predominantly of residential dwellings (with the ground floor remaining non-residential)
then Council rate revenues from the building would drop by around 10%. However, it is important to note the
degree of change in rate revenues is site specific and dependent on factors such as land values, the configuration

North Sydney Council Submission to Productivity Commission research report - Assessing Local Government Revenue Raising Capacity
2007/08
48 Ibid
49 North Sydney Council, http://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Council_Meetings/Financial/Rates
47
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of existing floorspace and the size of replacement dwellings. The change in rate revenue may also be offset
where building conversions add further floors of residential, as occurred in the Sharp building at Milsons Point.
The potential impact of the four scenarios on Council rate revenue is discussed in the table below.
Table 14 - Scenario Testing: Impacts on Council Rate Revenue
Scenario Description

Impact of scenario on Council rate revenue

Scenario 1

What if the commercial core of
North Sydney Centre remains
protected BUT no additional
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Scenario 2

What if the commercial core
remains protected AND
additional commercial floorspace
is developed in the core in line
with job growth forecasts?

Moderate
Positive

Under this Scenario the North Sydney Centre
accommodate up to 240,00sqm of additional
commercial floorspace which would in turn generate
new rate revenues for Council.

Scenario 3

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the
core?

Moderate
Negative

Under this Scenario 1,500 dwellings would replace
130,000sqm office floorspace in the Centre’s core. It is
estimated this would result in a relatively minor
reduction of rate revenue to Council. However, the
knock on effects from eroding the Centre’s commercial
competiveness as a major commercial market (due to
the incursion of residential uses) could have a much
larger negative impact on the amount of rate revenue
generated by businesses. In short, there is a risk that
rate revenues may fall substantially if the Centre loses
its prestige, vacancies rise and land values fall. These
revenue losses would then be compounded by
additional social infrastructure costs faced by Council to
meet additional demand generated by a large number
of new residents (residents tend to demand more social
infrastructure than businesses/workers).

Scenario 4

What if some residential is
permitted in commercial core
AND additional residential and
commercial floorspace is
developed in the core?

Significant
Positive

Under this Scenario Council rate revenues would
increase dramatically on account of 240,00sqm of
additional commercial floorspace and new 1,500
dwellings in the Centre. As noted above, demands on
social infrastructure would also increase, offsetting the
financial benefits to Council to some degree.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft

Neutral

Council rate revenues from the Centre remain largely
unchanged and will continue to rise in accordance with
periodic rate increases/adjustments. However, there is
a risk that rate revenues may fall if the Centre
stagnates, vacancies rise and land values fall.
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5.3 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM SCENARIO TESTING
This section collates the finding from the analysis to present the combined impacts of each scenario.

5.3.1 SUMMARY OF SCENARIO 1 IMPACTS
Scenario: What if the commercial core of North Sydney Centre remains protected BUT no additional commercial
floorspace is developed in the core?
Assumptions: Scenario 1 maintains the current policy of protecting the commercial core and only permitting
residential development on North Sydney Centre’s fringe. It also assumes no new office floorspace will be
constructed in the North Sydney Centre over the next 20 years and the supply of office floorpsace will remain
unchanged at 860,000sqm. Whilst this scenario is unlikely it remains a useful exercise to see what the potential
consequences might be if the Centre fails to improve its competitiveness by increasing the quality and quantity of
its building stock.
Assessment Criteria

Impact

Description

Impact on the Prestige
and Performance of
North Sydney Centre?

Moderate
Negative

Under Scenario 1 North Sydney Centre would retain its position as a major
office market but without renewal and replacement of lower grade stock it
would become less competitive against the likes of Sydney western corridor
and to a lesser extent Macquarie Park and Barangaroo.

Impact on Supply of
Commercial Floorspace
and Employment
Targets?

Moderate
Negative

Under this scenario the State Government’s vision and job targets for North
Sydney, as outlined in the draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013)
could not be achieved. Rather, the Scenario would see the level of
commercial floorspace and number of jobs in the Centre stagnate and
possibly decline. Without expanding the quality of high grade floorspace
North Sydney Centre’s competitive position as a major office market would
be eroded and further pressure would mount to allow residential in the
commercial core, which if allowed, would only erode the competitiveness of
North Sydney’s office market further (i.e. slippery slope).

Neutral

Scenario 1 would not permit residential in the commercial core and as such
would neither increase nor decrease the supply of housing in the LGA.

Slight
Negative

Under this Scenario economic activity during peak hours would continue to
be strong and driven by large numbers of workers. Expenditure levels of
workers in the Centre’s economy would largely be determined by vacancy
levels and the quality of retail offer in the Centre and broader economic
conditions. There is also a risk that unless North Sydney expands the
quantity of high grade floorspace available, its competitive position as a
major office market will be eroded and vacancy levels will rise, in turn
leading to reduced economic activity. Furthermore, without a program of
initiatives to activate the Centre, economic activity after peak hours would
remain subdued under this Scenario and most resident expenditure would
continue escape to other centres.

Neutral

If no additional office space were developed in the North Sydney Centre the
demand on social infrastructure from workers would remain around current

Impact on Housing
Supply?
Impact on Economic
Activity within the North
Sydney Centre?

Impact on Social
Infrastructure?
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Assessment Criteria

Impact

Description
levels and may even decrease if office vacancies in the Centre were to
increase.

Impact on Council Rate
Revenue?

Neutral

Council rate revenues from the Centre remain largely unchanged and will
continue to rise in accordance with periodic rate increases/adjustments.
However, there is a risk that rate revenues may fall if the Centre stagnates,
vacancies rise and land values fall.

Key findings
In summary, Scenario 1 could have a number of negative impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North
Sydney Centre by way of reduced prestige, limited capacity to meet employment targets and less economic
activity for local small businesses. The Scenario would have little impact on Council’s rate revenue, its ability to
meet its dwelling targets and demand for additional social infrastructure.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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5.3.2 SUMMARY OF SCENARIO 2 IMPACTS
Scenario: What if the commercial core remains protected AND additional commercial floorspace is developed in
the core in line with job growth forecasts?
Assumptions: Scenario 2 also protects the commercial core, however, it considers the impacts of the Centre’s
commercial floorspace increasing from 860,000sqm to 1,100,000sqm by 2031 to accommodate State Government
job forecasts and targets outlined in Section 4.1 of this Study. This scenario is considered the ‘base case’ as it
reflects the State Government’s current strategy for the Centre.
Assessment Criteria

Impact

Description

Impact on the Prestige
and Performance of
North Sydney Centre?

Significant
Positive

Under Scenario 2 the Centre could enhance its position and prestige as one
of Australia’s most desirable office markets by expanding the quantity of high
grade office floorspace in the Centre. This would require substantial
replacement and renewal of existing lower grade stock.

Impact on Supply of
Commercial Floorspace
and Employment
Targets?

Significant
Positive

This Scenario would see the North Sydney Centre accommodate 240,00sqm
of additional commercial floorspace and 12,000 further workers. This
Scenario would realise the State Government’s current vision for the Centre
as outlined in the draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) and enhance
its competitiveness as one of Australia’s major office markets.

Impact on Housing
Supply?

Neutral

Scenario 2 would not permit residential in the commercial core and as such
would neither increase nor decrease the supply of housing in the LGA.

Impact on Economic
Activity within the North
Sydney Centre?

Moderate
Positive

This scenario would see economic activity in the Centre increase during
peak hours. It is estimated that 12,000 further workers would inject an
additional $800,000 into the local economy each week ($42m a year).
Without a program of initiatives to activate the Centre, economic activity after
peak hours would remain subdued and most resident expenditure would
continue escape to other centres.

Impact on Social
Infrastructure?

Slight
Negative

The addition of 240,000sqm of commercial floorpsace and 12,000 new office
workers would generate demand for a range of social infrastructure,
particularly: child care, open space and recreation facilities. Generally
speaking, demand for social infrastructure from workers is less than
residents.

Impact on Council Rate
Revenue?

Moderate
Positive

Under this Scenario the North Sydney Centre accommodate up to
240,00sqm of additional commercial floorspace which would in turn generate
additional rate revenue for Council.

Key findings
In summary, Scenario 2 could have a number of positive impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North
Sydney Centre by way of improved prestige, more capacity to meet employment targets, greater economic activity
for local small businesses and higher rate revenue for Council. Whilst the Scenario would increase demand for
social infrastructure it would have little impact on Council’s ability to meet its dwelling targets.
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5.3.3 SUMMARY OF SCENARIO 3 IMPACTS
Scenario: What if some residential is permitted in the commercial core BUT no additional commercial floorspace
is developed in the core?
Assumptions: Scenario 3 considers the impact of permitting some residential development in the commercial
core. It assumes there would be no increase in commercial floorpsace in the Centre and new residential
development would replace existing commercial floorspace. For analytical purposes we have assumed this
scenario could result in the construction of around 1,500 dwellings in the Centre’s core and the loss of
130,000sqm office floorspace 50 (which is the equivalent of around 15% of the Centre’s existing 860,000sqm
commercial floorspace).
Assessment Criteria

Impact

Description

Impact on the Prestige
and Performance of
North Sydney Centre?

Significant
Negative

Under Scenario 3 there would be significant erosion of North Sydney
Centre’s prestige and performance. The outcome is likely to be similar to the
Chatswood predicament which saw office vacancy rates increase and
pressure for further residential development grow (i.e. slippery slope).

Impact on Supply of
Commercial Floorspace
and Employment Target?

Significant
Negative

This Scenario would see around new 1,500 dwellings and 2,850 residents
replace 130,000sqm of commercial floorspace and more than 6,000 workers.
The State Government’s vision and job targets for North Sydney, as outlined
in the draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013) would not be achieved.
North Sydney Centre’s competitive position as a major office market would
be eroded and further pressure would mount to allow residential in the
commercial core, which if allowed, would only erode the competitiveness of
North Sydney’s office market further (i.e. slippery slope).

Impact on Housing
Supply?

Moderate
Positive

This scenario would add 1,500 dwellings to the North Sydney Centre’s
current commercial core. Whilst it is unlikely the dwellings would be within
the affordable range for low or very low income households, they would none
the less contribute towards the supply of housing in the LGA. Greater
numbers of dwellings in the Centre may increase job containment rates (that
being the number of people who both live and work in the Centre). Supply of
new dwellings may also serve to attract investment from Asia in the form of
student, professional and firm who wish to purchase dwellings in close
proximity to North Sydney, Sydney CBD and universities.

Impact on Economic
Activity within the North
Sydney Centre?

Uncertain

Under this Scenario 2,850 new residents in North Sydney’s core would
generate retail expenditure in the order of $900,000 a week ($48m a year).
However, due to North Sydney’s limited retail offer and poor amenity, only a
modest proportion of this expenditure would be captured by businesses
within the Centre. The benefits of this resident expenditure would be further
eroded by the loss of 6,000 workers and the $390,000 a week ($20m a year)
they spend in the Centre on local restaurants, cafes, bars, speciality food
stores, fast food outlets, personal services and other local businesses. Due

50

1,500dwellings is based on 130,000sqm of gross residential floorspace at average gross floorspace of 87sqm per dwelling/apartment.
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Assessment Criteria

Impact

Description
the escape of resident expenditure to other locations it is possible this
Scenario would result in less economic activity in the North Sydney Centre.

Impact on Social
Infrastructure?

Moderate
Negative

Based on the aforementioned State Government benchmarks, the addition
1,500 dwellings and 2,850 residents in North Sydney’s core would generate
demand for:
Recreational facilities, including 3 playgrounds, 1.5 basketball courts; 1.5
tennis courts; a cricket field; netball court and a rugby field; and
Community facilities, including 48% of a small community centre, 48% of a
pre-school, 45% of a long day child care centre, 19% of an occasional child
care centre, 10% of an outside of school hours care centre and 8% of a
library.
This demand would be in addition to that generated by residents of the 889
dwellings recently approved in North Sydney Centre’s mixed use areas.
Demand for social infrastructure forecast under this Scenario would be offset
to some degree by the 6,000 office workers that would leave the centre on
account of office buildings being replaced by dwellings. However, demand
for social infrastructure from workers tends to be less than residents.

Impact on Council Rate
Revenue?

Moderate
Negative

Under this Scenario 1,500 dwellings would replace 130,000sqm office
floorspace in the Centre’s core. It is estimated this would result in a relatively
minor reduction of rate revenues to Council. However, the knock on effects
from eroding the Centre’s competiveness as a major commercial market
(due to the incursion of residential uses) could have a much larger negative
impact on rate revenue generated by the Centre’s businesses. In short, there
is a risk that rate revenues may fall substantially if the Centre loses its
prestige, vacancies rise and land values fall. These revenue losses would
then be compounded by additional social infrastructure costs faced by
Council to meet additional demand generated by a large number of new
residents (residents tend to demand more social infrastructure than
businesses/workers).

Key findings
In summary, Scenario 3 could have a number of negative impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of the North
Sydney Centre by way of reduced prestige, limited capacity to meet employment targets, increased demand for
social infrastructure and lower rate revenue for Council. The Scenario would improve Council’s ability to meet its
dwelling targets. However, it is uncertain what the impact would be on the level of economic activity on the
Centre.
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5.3.4 SUMMARY OF SCENARIO 4 IMPACTS
Scenario: What if some residential is permitted in the commercial core AND additional residential and commercial
floorspace is developed in the core?
Assumptions: Scenario 4 also considers the impact of permitting some residential development in the
commercial core. The Scenario however assumes that a substantial amount of new commercial and residential
development would occur concurrently and increase the total amount of floorspace in the Centre’s core, requiring
substantially higher densities than permitted under current planning controls. For analytical purposes we have
assumed:


Commercial floorspace increasing from 860,000sqm to 1,100,000sqm by 2031 to accommodate State
Government job forecasts and targets outlined in Section 4.1 of this Study; and



Around 130,000sqm of residential floorpsace being added to the Centre’s core which could equate to
around 1,500 dwellings51.

Assessment Criteria

Impact

Description

Impact on the Prestige
and Performance of
North Sydney Centre?

Uncertain

Under Scenario 4 the impact on the Centre’s prestige could be negative or
positive with the outcome depending on a number of factors. Impact could
be positive provided the following occurred together: the amount of
commercial floorspace increased; lower grade stock was replaced by higher
grade stock; and new residential development only permitted on
underutilised sites on the periphery of the core that are unviable to redevelop
as higher grade office stock. Without all three of these factors the impact of
the Scenario on the prestige of the Centre is likely to be negative.

Impact on Supply of
Commercial Floorspace
and Employment Target?

Uncertain

This Scenario would see the North Sydney Centre accommodate 240,00sqm
of additional commercial floorspace and 12,000 further workers. This
Scenario would realise the State Government’s current vision for the Centre
as outlined in the draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney (2013). However,
there is a substantial risk that new residential development in the core – if
excessive and poorly located – could crowd out and undermine the
attractiveness and viability of new commercial development.

Impact on Housing
Supply?

Moderate
Positive

This Scenario would add 1,500 dwellings to the North Sydney Centre’s
current commercial core. Whilst it is unlikely the dwellings would be within
the affordable range for low or very low income households, they would none
the less contribute towards the supply of housing in the LGA. Greater
numbers of dwellings in the Centre may increase job containment rates (that
being the number of people who both live and work in the Centre). Supply of
new dwellings may also serve to attract investment from Asia in the form of
student, professionals and firms who wish to purchase dwellings in close
proximity to North Sydney, the CBD and universities.

51

Ibid.
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Assessment Criteria

Impact

Description

Impact on Economic
Activity within the North
Sydney Centre?

Significant
Positive

If the number of people living and working in the North Sydney Centre
increases so too will economic activity during peak hours, after work and
during weekends. It is estimated that 12,000 further workers would inject an
additional $800,000 into the local economy each week ($42m a year). The
2,850 new residents in North Sydney’s core would also generate retail
expenditure in the order of $900,000 a week ($48m a year). However,
retaining a greater proportion of this resident spend in the local North
Sydney economy would require diversification of the Centre’s retail offer and
implementing a program of initiatives to activate the Centre.

Impact on Social
Infrastructure?

Moderate
Negative

Scenario 4 would see 12,000 additional workers and 2,850 additional
residents in the Centre generate significant demand for social infrastructure.
The addition of 240,000sqm of commercial floorpsace and 12,000 new office
workers would generate demand for a range of social infrastructure,
particularly: child care, open space and recreation facilities. The addition
1,500 dwellings and 2,850 residents in North Sydney’s core would also
generate demand for:
Recreational facilities, including 3 playgrounds, 1.5 basketball courts; 1.5
tennis courts; a cricket field; netball court and a rugby field; and
Community facilities, including 48% of a small community centre, 48% of a
pre-school, 45% of a long day child care centre, 19% of an occasional child
care centre, 10% of an outside of school hours care centre and 8% of a
library.
Furthermore, this demand would be in addition to that generated by
residents of the 889 dwellings recently approved in North Sydney Centre’s
mixed use areas.

Impact on Council Rate
Revenue?

Significant
Positive

Under this Scenario Council rate revenues would increase dramatically on
account of 240,00sqm of additional commercial floorspace and new 1,500
dwellings in the Centre. As noted above, demands on social infrastructure
would also increase, offsetting the financial benefits to Council to some
degree.

Key findings
In summary, Scenario 4 could have a number of positive impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North
Sydney Centre by way of greater economic activity for local small businesses, higher levels of rate revenue for
Council and more capacity to meet dwelling targets, However, the Scenario would increase demand for social
infrastructure and it is uncertain what the impact would be on the Centre’s prestige and on Council’s ability to
meet its employment targets.
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PART 3: STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION
This Part summarises the key
findings from the stakeholder
consultation undertaken to inform
the Study
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6. FINDINGS FROM CONSULTATION
The following stakeholder consultation exercises were undertaken to inform the Study:


A survey of local residents;



A survey of local businesses; and



A workshop with members of the North Sydney Chamber of Commerce.

The Chapter subsequently explains the consultation methods, who was consulted and the key issues and
comments raised by Stakeholders.

6.1 LOCAL RESIDENTS
On 30 May 2013 blank surveys and pre-addressed and stamped envelopes were placed in the letterboxes of
1,200 dwellings within the North Sydney Centre. The survey contained 11 questions and could also be undertaken
online. By 14 June 2013 107 completed surveys were received providing valuable insight into the perceptions
and habits of how residents live and shop in the North Sydney Centre.
The key findings of the resident survey were:


19% of residents surveyed also worked in North Sydney;



23% of residents surveyed shopped in the North Sydney Centre every day; 46% shopped there every
few days and 15% shopped there once a week;



94% of residents surveyed said they shopped in the North Sydney Centre’s retail outlets (e.g. clothing,
gifts, newsagents, supermarkets, convenience stores) and 84% frequented the Centre’s cafes,
restaurants, take away food shops and bars;



42% of residents surveyed rated the Centre’s retail shops as good and 49% rated them as average. Just
9% of respondents rated them as poor;



48% of residents surveyed rated the Centre’s cafes, restaurants and pubs as good and 43% rated them
as average. A further 9% of respondents rated them as poor;



56% of residents surveyed spent more than $50 a week in North Sydney‘s retail shops, 22% spend
between $21 and $50 and 21% spend $20 or less;



29% of residents surveyed spent more than $50 a week in North Sydney’s cafes, restaurants and bars,
35% spent between $21 and $50 and 36% spend $20 or less;



When asked where else they shop in the local area and why, most respondents said Crows Nest,
Neutral Bay and Chatswood because they offer access to supermarkets and a greater variety of shops
and restaurants that are open over the weekend and at night;



When asked what types of stores, services or facilities are missing in North Sydney, the most common
responses were:

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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A larger supermarket (i.e. Coles or Woolworths) and a greater selection of restaurants, cafes and
bars particularly after hours and on weekends. A smaller proportion of respondents said North
Sydney was missing a cinema and clothes/fashion stores.


When asked what they liked about living in the North Sydney Centre the most common responses were:
Proximity/closeness to work, shops, services, schools, hospitals, parks, Sydney CBD, Sydney
Harbour and transport (42 specific comments)
Availability of good public transport (32 specific comments)
Convenience (15 specific comments)
Quietness on weekends (11 specific comments)



When asked what improvements they would like to see to the North Sydney Centre, the top responses
were:
An increase in the variety of shops (68% of respondents)
More entertainment options (55%)
Extended opening hours (53%)
More public car parking (45%)
More night time activities (42%)
Better quality of streetscape (38%)
More cultural and community events (35%)
More parks and recreational space / sporting facilities (28%)



When asked what they thought Council could do to improve the North Sydney Centre, the top responses
from surveyed residents were:
Improve the public domain: Including the amenity and quality of the public domain and making it
more pedestrian friendly (31 specific comments)
Facilitate more activity of a night time and on weekends: Including the level of activity and variety of
stores open of an evening and on weekends (23 specific comments)
Cheaper parking: reduce or remove street parking metre fees of an evening and on weekends (15
specific comments)
Host more events: increase the number of community and cultural events (7 specific comments)



Residents provided a range of responses when asked if they had any other comments or ideas
regarding the North Sydney Centre. A representative sample is provided below.
Positive
“I love North Sydney on weekdays its alive and buzzing but as soon as its the weekend its dead.”
“I would not want to live anywhere else.”
“I like North Sydney but it has two populations 'the corporate grinders’ and ‘the residents’. An interesting
challenge would be to find a balance to services not groups.”
“We love living here. Smaller bars plus Coles will make it even better.”
“I love North Sydney, just the way it is. Please don't change it! It is unique.”
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“I don't want it to be super busy at weekends, I enjoy the peace.”
“Don't try to "liven it up". The best thing about North Sydney is that it's quiet and yet still so close to all
of the inner city amenities. We residents like it this way. Don't stuff it up by trying to be 'hip' and
'trendy'.”
“Love it generally, great place to live but too quiet on the weekends. I support any efforts to improve
this.”
Critical
“North Sydney centre is a concrete jungle spoilt by endless building projects, roadworks and lack of
community facilities. I spend my time mostly in more attractive and enticing areas outside or the North
Sydney centre.”
“Better pedestrian focus is needed.”
“There's too little available shopping and entertainment and shopping after hours and on Sundays.
Pedestrians are regularly being hit by cars in speed limited zones - especially Miller Street and Berry
Street.”
Ideas
“Look at more ways to bring people to North Sydney on the weekends and evenings.”
“Noise! Traffic sucks. Pedestrians are third Class citizens. Bus strip on Miller Street is narrow and
congested. Turn this section of Miller Street into a pedestrian strip like Queens Street Mall in Brisbane
and people will come.”
“Help create little pram parking stations while mother and child go inside a shop.”
“More lively entertainment during the evening and on weekends. As a resident I don't mind it being
quiet on weekends.”
“Some sort of regular festival in North Sydney would be good.”
“An outdoor fitness/workout station would be ideal and encourage workers to get outside of their
lunchtime. Also think about erecting more 'greenspace' in the mall (maybe around the fountain/water
feature). Also another crosswalk is needed at intersection of Mount Street and William Street.”
“Some sculpture would be nice. A bit more colour in the area...the area is a bit grey.”
“North Sydney Centre is very quiet (dead) on weekends. It would be great to see it a bit more lively.
With so much residential development occurring we are hopeful that more people living in the area will
lead to more shops & restaurants and particularly more open on weekends. With expansion of the ACU
(and to a lessor extend the expansion of Shore School) and the various other schools in the area, North
Sydney is becoming somewhat of an Education Precinct. Perhaps this could be developed as a theme
also. (In this vein, the rejection of the opening of the ACU library on Sundays was counterproductive.
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We would support more activity from ACU on weekends as a way of encouraging more people to come
into North Sydney on weekends, though we acknowledge that this is not a universal view among North
Sydney residents).”
Comprehensive feedback from the survey is provided in Appendix 1.

6.2 LOCAL BUSINESSES
Consultation with local businesses was also an important component of the Study and comprised of an online
survey and workshop.
Business Survey
The 22 question survey was developed in consultation with Council and the North Sydney Chambers of
Commerce and asked a range of questions including: the length of operation of the business in question, key
issues that affected its success and what improvements could be made to the North Sydney Centre in order to
increase trade and turnover.
A link to the online survey was emailed to all members of the North Sydney Chambers of Commerce and 8
surveys were completed in response. Whilst this response size cannot be considered statistically representative of
all businesses, the returned surveys still contain valuable information for the purposes of this Study.
The key findings of the business survey were:


All respondents said they opened Monday to Friday during business hours but only 25% open on
weekends;



When asked whether they thought their average annual turnover for 2012/2013 will be greater than
2011/2012, half of the respondents said ‘yes’ and the other half said ‘no’;



50% or more of respondents said the following matters have a negative impact on the performance of
their business:
Affordability of car parking (75% of respondents)
Availability of car parking (63% of respondents)
State Government regulations, fees and charges (63% of respondents)
The strength of the Australian economy (50% of respondents)
Competition from new traders in the North Sydney Centre (50% of respondents)
Competition from other centres (50% of respondents)



50% of respondents said the attractiveness of North Sydney's public domain has a positive impact on
the performance of their business;



50% or more of respondents said the following matters have no impact on the performance of their
business:
Changing shopping habits of consumers such as online shopping (75% of respondents)
Council regulations, fees and charges (63% of respondents)
Quantity of passing trade (50% of respondents)
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Competition from new traders in the North Sydney Centre (50% of respondents)
Competition from other centres (50% of respondents)


Most respondents rated the following aspects of the North Sydney Centre as poor:
Events/activities in centre (63% of respondents)
Quantity of parking spaces (88% of respondents)
Marketing and promotion (63% of respondents)



Most respondents rated the following aspects of the North Sydney Centre as average:
Range of shops and services (63% of respondents)
Cleanliness/maintenance of public spaces (50% of respondents)
Signposting around the Centre (63% of respondents)
Traffic congestion (50% of respondents)



Most respondents rated the following aspects of the North Sydney Centre as good:
Access by public transport (88% of respondents)



Respondents considered the most important improvements to North Sydney Centre were a better
quality streetscape, more public car parking, greater cooperation between businesses and Council and
holding more events;



71% of businesses surveyed said Council should have a dedicated person on staff to enhance the
economic development of North Sydney;



When asked what they thought Council could do to improve the North Sydney Centre, responses from
surveyed businesses included:
“More networking events.”
“Upgrade area.”
“North Sydney has the potential to be a major shopping destination and centre for events and activities.
I can't believe that it is SO dead at night and on the weekends!”
“Actually encourage more people to live in the heart of the CBD. Unfortunately, the residential
prohibition has stifled the Centre, led to far too many old and ugly buildings and it means there is no
retail trade outside of core business hours.”



Businesses provided the following responses when asked if they had any other comments or ideas
regarding the North Sydney Centre.
“Needs to have activity outside business hours.”
“I just don't understand how a credible survey can be put together that ignores the most obvious way to
revitalise the CBD, which is to lift or significantly reduce the residential prohibition in the CBD, which
has inadvertently led to the long-term decay of this once great City Centre.”
“Residential development is good but does not bring the same economic benefits as corporate tenants.
a resident only spends on residential needs. A company spending national income locally has a far
greater benefit.”
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Comprehensive feedback from the survey is provided in Appendix 2.
Business Workshop
A workshop was held with the North Sydney Chamber of Commerce and local businesses on 6 June 2013 at the
Stanton Library. The Chamber of Commerce invited all of its members to attend and have a say about the future
of North Sydney Centre. Whilst only three people from local businesses attended the discussion still uncovered
information that help shape this Study. The key findings from the workshop were:


It is challenging for businesses to keep up with new ways of doing business to remain competitive;



On street parking in the North Sydney Centre’s should be free of an evening and on weekends;



The Centre’s strengths include its proximity to Sydney CBD, plentiful public transport and its
attractiveness as a location to live and work;



Underutilised private car parks under high rise commercial buildings could be opened for public parking
of an evening and on weekends;



It is essential for North Sydney’s core to retain a ‘critical mass’ of commercial floorspace to avoid a
similar outcome to Chatswood;



The Centre’s streetscape is a turn off;



The Centre lacks cultural events. Council should run a year round schedule of cultural events in the core
to change its image and attract more people of an evening and on weekends;



The Centre needs to have a point of difference but it is important North Sydney not only tries to be
something it isn’t (i.e. it should play to, and promote, its strengths/competitive advantages);



Opportunities exist for Council to work with big corporates that are headquartered in the Centre to
sponsor events and create more vitality; and



Apathy amongst small businesses is a problem when it comes to addressing the Centre’s weaknesses.
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PART 4: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REVITALISATION
This part of the Study translates the
key findings of Parts 1 to 3 into a set
of recommendations for the renewal
and revitalisation of the Centre
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7. PRIORITIES AND IDEAS
This Chapter draws on the findings of the Study to present a set of preconditions and initiatives that could drive
the revitalisation of the North Sydney Centre. The Chapter also explains Council’s role in economic development
and identifies further matters to be investigated following this Study.

7.1 COUNCIL’S ROLE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
North Sydney Council manages substantial economic assets and provides numerous services to the community,
all of which have an impact on local economic development. Council will play an important role in promoting
economic growth in the Centre and has at its disposal a range of mechanisms to assist in its revitalisation as
described below.
Leadership and advocacy

Council is an institutional leader within its community and as such can create as
well as build support for economic development initiatives amongst a wide range
of stakeholders

Corporate planning

Council can ensure ongoing support for economic development initiatives through
its budgeting process

Community Development

Council can support social enterprise and community cultural programs and
events to achieve economic development outcomes

Infrastructure

Council can stimulate local economic development – both directly and indirectly –
through the provision of infrastructure

Land Use Planning

Council’s planning policies can influence development opportunities and the cost
of operating businesses

Regulation

Council can regulate certain business activities

Networks

Council can lobby on behalf of its community and create networks amongst
stakeholders that promote innovation, efficiency and opportunity

Promotion and Marketing

Council can draw upon its resources to promote what the LGA has to offer

Information

Council can use its existing capabilities to promote the flow of information
between businesses, the community and relevant government organisations

Investment Capability

Council has the financial capability to undertake investment activities that directly
contribute to local economic development

Incentives

Council can provide businesses and community with a range of incentives to
promote economic development

Place Making

Council can initiate place making processes to improve the vitality and viability of
the LGA’s public places

Urban Design

Council can facilitate the creation of functional, attractive and people friendly
places through good urban design controls
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7.2 CORE INGREDIENTS REQUIRED FOR REVITALISATION
There are a number of ingredients or preconditions to the revitalisation and enhanced competitiveness of the
North Sydney Centre. The following table lists these preconditions, assesses their current status and identifies
which of our recommendations will help achieve them.
Table 15 - Ingredients to North Sydney Centre’s Revitalisation
Ingredient

Current
Status

Comment

Ideas

Strong foundation but
improvements required

Idea 1

Policies already in place to retain
and enhance critical mass

Ideas 7 and 10

Renewal is occurring but must
continue

Ideas 7, 8 and
10

In need of attention

Idea 2

This is one of the Centre’s
biggest competitive advantages

-

In need of attention

Idea 10

More residents living around the commercial
core

Over 800 new dwellings have
been approved in the Centre in
recent years

Idea 7

Diverse economy and convenient retail offer

Strong foundation but
improvements required

Ideas 4, 5, 6
and 8

In need of attention

Ideas 5 and 9

Strong foundation but
improvements required

Idea 2

In need of attention

Idea 3

High level of leadership, cooperation and
coordination between Council, businesses
and residents
Critical mass of commercial floorspace
retained and enhanced
Renewal and replacement of lower grade
commercial building stock
High level of amenity, connectivity and
pedestrianisation
Access to good public transport
Market position and point of difference
against competition understood and
promoted

Active and safe night time and weekend
economy
Access to social infrastructure, open space
and recreation facilities
Strong arts and cultural life
= prerequisite achieved
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7.3 TEN BIG IDEAS FOR THE NORTH SYDNEY CENTRE
This section identifies and discusses a set of ten initiatives that, if implemented, would assist to revitalise the
North Sydney Centre and enhance its competiveness. Most of these initiatives could be implemented for all four
scenarios discussed above. The ten transformational initiatives presented by the Study are:


Idea 1 – Greater leadership, cooperation and coordination



Idea 2 – Reinvent the public domain



Idea 3 – Elevate the role of culture



Idea 4 – Attract an additional full line supermarket



Idea 5 – Improve the convenience of public parking



Idea 6 – Embrace the education economy



Idea 7 – Change the Centre’s planning controls



Idea 8 – Reduce barriers to business entry and adaptability



Idea 9 – Enhance the night time economy



Idea 10 – Create and market a compelling identity

7.3.1 IDEA 1 – GREATER LEADERSHIP, COOPERATION AND COORDINATION
Leadership and Cooperation
Local leaders who share a long term vision and a commitment to cooperation and coordination have the greatest
potential to affect change in their local economy. As such North Sydney Council must lead from the front by
driving a culture of cooperation, accountability and respect amongst participants in the local economy. In practice
this means:


Supporting and strengthening Council’s economic development capability;



Providing administrative and financial support for the North Sydney Chamber of Commerce to develop
membership and a strategic program of business events and initiatives;



Continuing to support the North Sydney CBD Working Group;



Communicating regularly with local businesses and land owners to better understand their needs;



Facilitating relationships and partnerships between education, arts and cultural sectors, business and
government sectors.

The North Sydney Chamber of Commerce also plays a vital leadership role in communicating the needs and
interests of its members. Furthermore, the opportunity exists for Council and the Chamber to work together and
build business capacity by:


Providing up to date information on the local economy and broader retail trends;
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Providing best practice examples of retail offerings from other comparative centres;



Providing funding tailored to training programs for local businesses; and



Creating an online business resource centre/website. The resource would link business and property
owners (current and prospective) to events, information, networks and tools to help growing businesses.

In short, revitalising North Sydney’s local economy will require all of its participants – businesses, land owners,
residents, Council and State Government agencies – to work together, share information, learn from each other
and take responsibility for their own role in the economic development process.
Coordination
One of the clear comparative advantages that indoor shopping centres have is their ability to co-ordinate their
tenants and shared domain. Owing to their management structures, these centres are able to coordinate
operating hours, parking offers, physical improvements and marketing. Each tenant is also required to provide an
annual levy to contribute to the latter two factors creating a sizeable budget that can have a significant effect on
attracting additional customers over other retail areas.
A number of initiatives have been implemented in cities and town centres around the world to replicate or compete with
the co-ordination advantage indoor shopping centres have over retail strips. The names of these initiatives vary
dependant on the country they originate from but they include: Town Centre Management (UK), Main Street
Programme (Canada) and Business Improvement Districts (US).
An Urban Land Institute (ULI) study found that “long-term success will only come when public / private
partnerships are created that marry the public’s planning, coordination, infrastructure and public financing tools
with the private sector’s entrepreneurial savvy, development expertise, retailing know-how and private capital.” 52
Consequently, fundamental to the economic success of the North Sydney Centre, will be a united, coordinated,
and agreed approach to its operation. The ULI study also identified the need for a ‘Champion’ of the cause as the
top priority and first step. It is therefore recommended that Council appoint a suitably qualified and experienced:


Place Manager, who would be dedicated to the North Sydney Centre; or



Economic Development Officer, who would focus on economic development initiatives across the LGA.

The key requirement for either position is a person committed to the cause to ensure that strategies are not only
planned and initiated, but also realised, modified and improved upon. Either position would play a key role in
realising strategies for economic growth in the Centre. Particular responsibilities for the Place Manager or
Economic Development Officer would be to:

52



Work with businesses, residents, land owners, Chambers, Council staff and Councillors to agree a vision
for the Centre along with short, medium and long term initiatives to achieve it;



Pull together a core group of stakeholders including representatives from the Council, businesses,
schools, universities and State Government agencies to form a well-resourced steering group for the
Centre that represents a range of interests;

Ten Principles for Rebuilding Neighbourhood Retail – Urban Land Institute
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Coordinate the Centre’s marketing and frequent cultural events;



Become a point of communication between Stakeholders and Council and work with stakeholders to
implement the agreed initiatives; and



Identify funding sources and opportunities to secure contributions from local businesses, landowners,
Council and State and Federal Governments.

7.3.2 IDEA 2 – REINVENT THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
Council has made substantial improvements to the public domain within the Centre in recent years including
widening and repaving footpaths, introducing smart poles and banners, initiating a public art program and
upgrading public spaces. Despite these efforts many businesses and residents surveyed for the Study said the
Centre’s amenity was poor and its public domain in need of attention. The North Sydney Centre Commercial
Study (2013) included a number of recommendations for improving the Centre’s public domain:


It is recommended that North Sydney Council review the current CBD Public Domain Strategy and the
level of maintenance that is undertaken to maintain the public domain. This will require a more detailed
Urban Design audit / study to identify key movement patterns and opportunities to create an improved
open space provision and development of a functioning street level centre heart.



Consider additional funding mechanisms for the Public Domain Strategy and address the perceptions
that Council strips funding from CBD based rates sources and directs spending elsewhere on a
disproportionate basis.



Consider mechanisms that may help improve the access to sport and recreation facilities around North
Sydney to help promote an active workforce (e.g. lunch time team sport competitions, etc.).



Review the current traffic design within the North Sydney CBD and consider opportunities to improve the
experience for pedestrians, particularly around the intersection of Pacific Highway, Miller Street and
Mount Street.



Work with RMS to determine if the operation of the Pacific Highway and reviewed to improve pedestrian
amenity and accessibility (e.g. reduce speed limits, additional crossing points, taxi set down bays during
core office hours, etc.).

This Study supports each of these short to medium term recommendations, however we caution that, none are
likely to result in the level of amenity required to transform the Centre’s vitality and competiveness in the long
term. The revitalisation of North Sydney’s Centre depends on making it inviting, interesting and safe – a place
where workers, shoppers, residents and visitors choose to spend more of their time and money during the day, of
an evening and on weekends. Improving the Centre’s competiveness will require positioning itself as a place
where workers, entrepreneurs and businesses want to locate, invest and expand 53.

53

http://miplace.org/placemaking
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Figure 12 - Case Study: The High Line, New York City
The High Line, New York City
The High Line is a
public park built on an
historic freight rail line
elevated above the
streets on Manhattan’s
West Side.
It is owned by the City
of New York54.
Completed in 2009 the
High Line features a
mixture of landscaping
elements, including
plantings, viewing
decks, innovative “peelup” benches, water
fountains, and
recreational pathways.
The project uses
inventive design to
encourage stair
climbing, walking, and
relaxation.55
Photos sourced from
www.thehighline.org/galleries,
Robert Wright for The New
York Times
www.nytimes.com,
blog.localnomad.com

54
55

http://www.thehighline.org/about/park-information
http://centerforactivedesign.org/high-line/
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Improving North Sydney’s public spaces is a vital ingredient to achieving these two outcomes. Attractive,
functional and vibrant public spaces help build a sense of community, civic identity and culture. They facilitate
social capital, economic development and community revitalisation56. Creating public spaces of this nature in
North Sydney will not occur through periodic and incremental upgrades to the existing public domain. Rather, it
will require transformational projects that alter the very way the Centre operates and removes roads and traffic
that are largely responsible for the Centre’s poor amenity.
An example of such a project would be turning Miller Street, between Berry Street and the Pacific Highway, into a
wide, pedestrian-friendly, car free boulevard that accommodates substantial landscaping, cycling and walking
paths, alfresco dining and a variety of public spaces. The next step would be to divert the Pacific Highway under
North Sydney. This would then enable Victoria Cross – North Sydney’s heart – to be transformed into a park that
extends along Mount and Miller Streets and the Pacific Highway. This is a game changer initiative that would
require unprecedented leadership, resources, cooperation and commitment.

7.3.3 IDEA 3 – ELEVATE THE ROLE OF CULTURE
The world’s great cities concentrate and integrate commercial and cultural activities in one place 57. The message
here for the North Sydney Centre is that both elements are essential to creating a city that is vibrant and
prosperous not only during the working day but also of an evening and during weekends. Our analysis suggests
North Sydney’s commercial activities are currently performing relatively well with low vacancy rates and numerous
new developments in the pipeline. However, its cultural life is in need of attention.
This view is supported by residents surveyed during the Study. When asked what improvements residents would
like to see to North Sydney’s Centre, 35% said more cultural and community events with 30 people specifically
saying Council should host more events and facilitate more activity of an evening and on weekends.
To rectify this imbalance we recommend preparing a cultural strategy and events program for the North Sydney
Centre. The purpose of the cultural strategy would be to transform the Centre’s cultural life by:


Fostering cultural participation and engagement;



Recognising the Centre’s strengths and distinctiveness through cultural and creative expression;



Identifying initiatives, activities and events that are actionable, in demand and fully available to everyone
in the community;



Identifying the location and infrastructure needs for cultural activities; and



Creating partnerships with State and local government, artists, cultural and educational institutions,
businesses and residents.

A further outcome from the cultural strategy would be the creation of a year round cultural events program for the
Centre. These events should be frequent, varied and held in the Centre. Opportunities to partner with, and
leverage off, events held by the City of Sydney should be pursued.

56
57

Project for Public Spaces,Inc., 2012, Placemaking and the Future of Cities.
Creative City Cultural Policy Discussion Paper, City of Sydney 2013
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7.3.4 IDEA 4 – ATTRACT AN ADDITIONAL ANCHOR SUPERMARKET
The survey of North Sydney residents conducted as part of the Study made two key findings in relation to
supermarkets. Firstly, many residents indicated they frequently visit nearby centres like Crows Nest and Neutral
Bay to shop at larger full-line supermarkets (i.e. Coles or Woolworths). Secondly, when asked what types of
stores, services or facilities were most needed in the North Sydney Centre, the most common response from
residents was a full-line supermarket.
The potential benefits of adding a full-line anchor supermarket in the Centre include:


Increased competition which may improve product pricing, quality and variety;



Shoppers are less likely to visit competing centres to shop at supermarkets and therefore increasing the
amount of money being spent in North Sydney; and



Shoppers attracted to the supermarket are also likely to visit surrounding shops, cafes and restaurants
thus creating a multiplier effect.

However there can be significant social and economic impacts associated with the opening a new supermarket in
an established centre. Supermarkets can for example generate additional vehicle traffic and lead to congestion in
surrounding streets. Supermarkets can also draw business away from local and independent convenience
retailers who are unable to compete with low cost products and free parking which in turn can reduce the diversity
of a centre’s retail offer and undermine its vitality. As such the potential economic and social impacts of a
proposed supermarket should be thoroughly assessed. If an appropriate site was available and the net economic
and social impacts are found to be positive an additional supermarket or alternative anchor store could be
considered beneficial to the North Sydney Centre.

7.3.5 IDEA 5 – IMPROVE THE CONVENIENCE OF PUBLIC PARKING
Car parking in the Centre has consistently been raised as a concern by residents and businesses. Many felt that
the lack of activity in the Centre of an evening and weekends was in large part due to the cost of on-street parking
and limited availability of off-street public parking. Accordingly the need to improve the convenience and
affordability of car parking in the Centre was consistently cited as a means by which to improve the vitality of the
Centre, particularly during off peak times.
Parking is a notoriously difficult issue to manage in any centre. It is a particular issue in denser inner city
environments like North Sydney where opportunities to increase provision are limited and can be prohibitively
expensive. The provision of underground car parking in new developments can be a costly factor that often
hinders development viability and constrains the process of renewal. Excessive parking can also generate traffic
congestion and reduce the amenity and appeal of a shopping destination.
The conundrum between congestion and convenience must be recognised and understood by local stakeholders.
At the same time Council should seek to strike a balance between the level and cost of parking provided in the
Centre and the need to provide convenient and affordable parking for shoppers accessing the centre by private
vehicle, particularly of an evening and weekend.
The following initiatives are recommended to improve the convenience of parking in the North Sydney Centre:

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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Remove or significantly reduce on-street parking metre fees within the Centre during the evening and on
weekends. Once implemented this measure should be promoted through multiple mediums including
advertisements in local papers and flyers provided to local businesses, workers and residents;



Improve provision of parking ‘availability’ signs at key locations within the Centre (i.e. active signage that
informs the driver of the number of spaces available within a car park before a driver enters); and



Negotiate public access to private parking areas under some of North Sydney’s larger commercial
buildings that are conveniently located and currently underutilised on weekends. Running a pilot project
and seeking assistance from a private car parking enterprise could help Council to understand and
overcome the legal, logistic and financial challenges of such an initiative.

7.3.6 IDEA 6 – EMBRACE THE EDUCATION ECONOMY
According to the Federal Government’s recent whitepaper “Australia in the Asian Century” the number of students
from China, India and other Asian countries studying in Australia has increased from around 170,000 in 2002 to
over 320,000 in 201158. This trend is predicted to continue presenting significant economic opportunities for North
Sydney. Analysis undertaken by Universities Australia found:


International education has risen to be a $15 billion per annum industry for Australia, the largest export
earner after resources;



International education supports 127,000 jobs, of which 88,000 are outside of the education sector; and



Each international student (including their friends and family visitors) contributes an average of $28,921
in value add to the Australian economy and generates 0.29 full-time equivalent workers59.

To capture its share of these benefits it is recommended Council support the expansion of the Centre’s tertiary
sector and implement the strategies and actions of the North Sydney Education Precinct Planning Study (2013).

7.3.7 IDEA 7 – CHANGE THE CENTRE’S PLANNING CONTROLS
Chapter 5 of this Study analysed the potential impacts of four future planning scenarios on the North Sydney
Centre. One of these scenarios (Scenario 4) considered the impacts generated by a substantial amount of new
commercial and residential development occurring concurrently in the Centre’s core. The analysis found that:

58
59



The scenario could have a number of positive impacts on the competitiveness and vitality of North
Sydney Centre by way of greater economic activity for local small businesses, higher levels of rate
revenue for Council and more capacity to meet dwelling targets;



The scenario would increase demand for social infrastructure;



The impact on the Centre’s prestige and on Council’s ability to meet its employment targets was
uncertain; and

Australia in the Asian Century White Paper, Commonwealth of Australia 2012
Universities Australia - http://www.smartestinvestment.com.au/campaign/key-facts/
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The scenario would require substantially higher densities than permitted under the current NSLEP 2001
and draft NSLEP 2012 planning controls.

These findings suggest there may be merit in investigating planning control amendments to allow greater
development potential and some residential development in the Centre’s core.
Increasing Commercial Office Space in the Centre’s Commercial Core
From a land economics perspective and for the reasons provided in Section 5.2 of this Study, Hill PDA considers
it appropriate to not only protect North Sydney’s commercial core but to also encourage additional commercial
development in it. Changes to the core’s development potential should however be informed by comprehensive
development feasibility analysis to avoid creating the opposite effect whereby land value expectations escalate to
such a degree that commercial developments becomes even less viable.
Permitting Some Mixed Use Development in the Centre’s Commercial Core
Another contentious recommendation to come out of the scenario planning exercise is to allow a limited amount of
mixed use/residential development in the commercial core. It should be reiterated that we support Council’s
current policy of applying a commercial core (zone B3) encircled by mixed use (zone B4). The combination of
these zones creates street level activity and a larger local market for the centre whilst protecting the function of its
businesses. The B4 Mixed use zone also has the benefit of creating a further buffer for the centre or a transition
zone back to the residential only zones. However, a policy option for Council could be to permit a small amount of
new mixed use development on carefully selected underutilised sites on the periphery of the core that play a
direct transitional role between residential uses and the commercial core and are unviable to redevelop as higher
grade office stock (i.e. due to age and quality of building, lot or ownership fragmentation).
The impact of this policy on the vitality and competitiveness of the North Sydney Centre could be positive provided
the following occurred together:


The amount of commercial floorspace in the Centre’s core increases concurrently;



Lower grade office stock is replaced by higher grade office stock;



New residential development only permitted on a smaller amount of underutilised sites on the periphery
of the core that are unviable to redevelop as higher grade office stock (viability would have to be proven
through open book viability assessment); and



The design and scale of any residential component permitted within the peripheral of the commercial
core is considerate of and complementary to the commercial character and identity that North Sydney is
seeking to strengthen.

We stress that even if these four criteria were met, there would remain a substantial risk that residential
development in the core – even if located on the periphery of the commercial core – could crowd out and
undermine the attractiveness and viability of new commercial development.

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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Reducing Minimum Non-Residential FSR Requirement in Centre’s Mixed Use Areas
Council may also wish to investigate the impacts of its current policy requiring a minimum non-residential
floorspace ratio of 3:1 in designated areas within the CBD. Potential negative outcomes of the policy may include:


Hindering feasibility of new mixed use development and in turn slowing the Centre’s renewal;



Creating office space that fails to meet the needs of the market; or



Creating office space on the centre’s fringe that draws tenants away from the commercial core,
undermining its prestige, vitality and viability.

An alternate policy would be to apply a blanket minimum non-residential floorspace ratio of 0.5:1 across all areas
zoned for mixed use in the Centre. The benefit of this approach is that it would most likely result in a modest
increase in the number of dwellings and residents in the Centre, without eroding the commercial core or tangibly
impacting commercial floorspace and job targets. Analysis of the policy should consider its impacts on
development feasibility and identify current vacancy rates within the office component of mixed use buildings in
North Sydney.

7.3.8 IDEA 8 – REDUCE BARRIERS TO BUSINESS ENTRY AND ADAPTABILITY
The economy is always changing and so too are successful businesses who realise they must also evolve to meet
the needs of their customers. This may entail anything from extending trading hours to refurbishing older low
grade office buildings. New and existing businesses are more likely to modernise and upgrade a premises if they
can receive a fast approval and commence trading sooner. Similarly land owners are more likely to redevelop or
upgrade their property when the planning controls make it economically feasible to do so.
Council can help create an environment in which business can adapt quickly and cost effectively by:


Providing local businesses with the certainty and confidence they need through high quality, evidence
based, consistent and transparent decisions;



Continuously streamlining development approval process to minimise the time and cost to businesses
and residents;



Preparing a brochure that explains to tenants and landlords what improvements can be made to the
physical nature of their building with and without the need for planning consent. This pack would be
supplemented with general information about the development control process and who to contact at the
Council to discuss their proposal; and



Ensuring its LEP and DCP planning controls are updated to create an investment ready planning
framework.

7.3.9 IDEA 9 – ENHANCE THE NIGHT TIME ECONOMY
A common criticism voiced in the resident survey was the lack of a night time economy in the Centre. When asked
what improvements residents would like to see in the Centre 42% said more night time activity and 53% said

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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extended opening hours. Improving the Centre’s night time economy therefore represents a substantial
opportunity for local businesses.
Evidence suggests successful night time economies should provide a diverse range of public and private
attractions that are safe and appeal to all ages 60. The Centre’s night time economy could accommodate an array
of commercial, cultural and community activities including: dining, bars, shopping, street buskers, take away food
shops, live music, night markets, public talks, live theatre, gyms, pharmacies, supermarkets, convenience stores
and more. In order to encourage a vibrant night time economy the following initiatives are recommended:


Facilitate businesses extending their trading hours by permitting amendments to existing development
consents;



Permit extended retail hours (when appropriate) for new businesses;



Encourage retailers to trade progressively later to test demand and build awareness amongst shoppers;



Create spaces for evening buskers and performers that minimise disruptions to residents living in the
Centre;



Utilise public and private assets in the Centre to host cultural events (i.e. plays, art exhibitions and talks)
during the evening;



Reduce or remove on-street parking fees in the Centre during the evening;



Support the creation of small bars in suitable locations (i.e. locations that would not conflict with
surrounding residential);



Review and improve street lighting in the Centre’s key areas, streets, lane ways and car parks; and



Work with property owners to install attractive and functional lighting in shopfronts.

It is important to note that conflict between residential and commercial uses can arise from night time trading
(patrons leaving a venue and creating street noise), the smell of cooking (from restaurants and cafes) and the
delivery of goods early in the morning (vehicles reversing or parking in the street). These conflicts can lead to
complaints and the need to restrict business operations thereby having potential cost implications. There are a
number of potential solutions to the challenge including:

60



The restriction of hours of operation (i.e. no late night openings in order to eliminate the potential for
noise as people leave the premises);



Staggered closing hours for bars and nightclubs to reduce the severity of noise at any given time;



The restriction of deliveries and servicing to morning / day time periods; and



The designation of an area suitable for non-residential uses only.

Open Sydney Discussion Paper – Future Direction for Sydney at night, City of Sydney 2011
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Whilst the first three options above are frequently used to minimise impacts to amenity, they can also hinder the
success of businesses, add to their costs or reduce the attraction for the customer. The first three options above
also minimise rather than completely eliminate potential conflicts.

7.3.10

IDEA 10 – CREATE AND MARKET A COMPELLING IDENTITY

Cities that can offer an appealing identity are more likely to succeed in an increasingly global and competitive
world. A recent study into the traits of globally fluent metro areas by the Brookings Institute found that:
“Establishing and managing a compelling brand image in global markets not only helps sell the city, it also
shapes and builds the city. It provides city leaders with the glue that can join people and institutions in a
common spirit and purpose. Cities must manage change, adjust to dynamic trends, and shape their futures;
however, without an enduring city identity, this is much harder to do, and the outcome is less effective.”61
The need to identify and promote North Sydney’s strengths was raised by local businesses during the consultation
phase of this Study. Some of those strengths are:


Proximity to shops, services, schools, hospitals, parks, Sydney CBD, Sydney Harbour and airport;



Competitive rent levels;



Access to excellent public transport;



Highly skilled white collar workforce; and



Strategic location within the Global Economic Ark.

In Hill PDA’s experience successful events, communication and marketing can improve the image of the Centre
and attract more shoppers, visitors and businesses. However, creating a compelling identity that successfully
positions North Sydney in the national and global market place requires more than just creating a smart sales
strategy with a snappy slogan and logo. It demands identifying, integrating and then effectively communicating
North Sydney’s aspirations, values, opportunities, assets and ideas62. As such it is recommended Council initiate
a suitably resourced marketing and promotional campaign to:


Create a compelling identity for the Centre;



Identify the Centre’s point of difference;



Raise the profile of particular enterprises within the Centre; and



Bring together a range of local industries and businesses under a single banner.

Another important step in creating a compelling identity for North Sydney will be identifying and enhancing the
unique and desired character of various precincts within the Centre. Whilst this process should be driven by the
Centre’s stakeholders, the following diagram illustrates the concept.

61
62

The 10 Traits of Globally Fluent Metro Areas, Brad McDearman, Greg Clark and Joseph Parilla, Brookings 2013
Ibid
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Figure 13 - Precincts within the North Sydney Centre

Source: Hill PDA

It shows North Sydney divided into five distinct precincts:

63



Commercial Precinct – This precinct is situated between Miller and Arthur Streets and represents the
commercial core of the Centre. The precinct contains the bulk of North Sydney’s office and retail
floorspace and includes an array of banks, shops, professional services and cafes.



Education Precinct – This precinct occupies a large portion of land to the west of the Pacific Highway
and contains the Australian Catholic University, Sydney Church of England Grammar School (Shore)
and North Sydney Demonstration School. In 2011 nearly 5,500 students attended these schools63.



Civic Heart – This (aspirational) precinct would represent the Centre’s ‘civic heart’ and be created by
transforming Miller Street and Victoria Cross from car dominated wind tunnel into a pedestrian-friendly
boulevard and park. The precinct would feature a mixture of landscaping elements as well as walking
and cycling paths, alfresco dining and public art. It would serve as a focal point providing a high amenity
environment for residents, workers and visitors to meet and congregate.



Mixed Use Precincts – These two precincts dominate the Centre’s northern portion and are split by
Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College. They are home to an increasing number of residents who are
attracted to the convenience and lifestyle offered by the Centre.

North Sydney Council Education Precinct Planning Study 2013
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Public Transport Hub – This precinct is situated in the southern portion of the Centre and provides it with
a significant competitive advantage over most other CBDs and office locations in Greater Sydney.

Notwithstanding the unique character of each precinct as outlined above, all precincts should work together to
create the Centre’s overall character. This complementary role should be supported and enhanced to not only
maintain variety in the Centre but to continue to cater to a range of business, resident and consumer needs. By
maintaining a mix of uses in each precinct, there is greater opportunity to attract visitors, meet the needs of local
residents, students and employees and in turn to ensure business viability.
To achieve the objectives outlined above, it is recommended that a vision and desired niche is identified for each
of the four precincts and promoted through the character of their respective environments, tenancy mix and
visitors. This vision and niche should be identified and addressed in all strategies and plans relating to the Centre.
Furthermore each precinct should promote public art and landscaping that is reflective of their desired character
and vision. Entry and exit points to the precincts should be enhanced through effective urban design and
streetscapes to attract visitors and promote a feeling of safety and security. Lastly local events and activities
should be focused within these precincts that promote their character as part of wider events and festivals within
the Centre and LGA.

7.4 FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
To further inform the development of policies and initiatives for the North Sydney Centre, Hill PDA recommends
the following analysis be undertaken:


Undertake comprehensive feasibility and urban design analysis into the planning controls required to
accommodate 12,000 additional jobs in the Centre (refer Section 4.1);



Investigate the impacts of Council’s current policy requiring a minimum non-residential floorspace ratio
of 3:1 in designated areas within the CBD (refer Section 7.3.7); and



Identify buildings in commercial core that could potentially be zoned for mixed uses (refer Section 7.3.7).

Ref: C13190 & C13191 Draft
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DISCLAIMER
1. This report is for the confidential use only of the party to whom it is addressed ("Client") for the specific
purposes to which it refers and has been based on, and takes into account, the Client’s specific
instructions. It is not intended to be relied on by any third party who, subject to paragraph 3, must make
their own enquiries in relation to the issues with which this report deals.
2. Hill PDA makes no representations as to the appropriateness, accuracy or completeness of this report for
the purpose of any party other than the Client ("Recipient"). Hill PDA disclaims all liability to any Recipient
for any loss, error or other consequence which may arise as a result of the Recipient acting, relying upon
or using the whole or part of this report's contents.
3. This report must not be disclosed to any Recipient or reproduced in whole or in part, for any purpose not
directly connected to the project for which Hill PDA was engaged to prepare the report, without the prior
written approval of Hill PDA. In the event that a Recipient wishes to rely upon this report, the Recipient
must inform Hill PDA who may, in its sole discretion and on specified terms, provide its consent.
4. This report and its attached appendices are based on estimates, assumptions and information provided by
the Client or sourced and referenced from external sources by Hill PDA. While we endeavour to check
these estimates, assumptions and information, no warranty is given in relation to their reliability, feasibility,
accuracy or reasonableness. Hill PDA presents these estimates and assumptions as a basis for the
Client’s interpretation and analysis. With respect to forecasts, Hill PDA does not present them as results
that will actually be achieved. Hill PDA relies upon the interpretation of the Client to judge for itself the
likelihood of whether these projections can be achieved or not.
5. Due care has been taken to prepare the attached financial models from available information at the time of
writing, however no responsibility can be or is accepted for errors or inaccuracies that may have occurred
either with the programming or the resultant financial projections and their assumptions.
6. This report does not constitute a valuation of any property or interest in property. In preparing this report
Hill PDA has relied upon information concerning the subject property and/or proposed development
provided by the Client and Hill PDA has not independently verified this information except where noted in
this report.
7. In relation to any valuation which is undertaken for a Managed Investment Scheme (as defined by the
Managed Investments Act 1998) or for any lender that is subject to the provisions of the Managed
Investments Act, the following clause applies:
8. This valuation is prepared on the assumption that the lender or addressee as referred to in this valuation
report (and no other) may rely on the valuation for mortgage finance purposes and the lender has complied
with its own lending guidelines as well as prudent finance industry lending practices, and has considered
all prudent aspects of credit risk for any potential borrower, including the borrower’s ability to service and
repay any mortgage loan. Further, the valuation is prepared on the assumption that the lender is providing
mortgage financing at a conservative and prudent loan to value ratio.
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North Sydney Centre
Traffic & Pedestrian Management Study

Consultant Brief
September 2013

1

1

BACKGROUND

North Sydney Council has commenced the North Sydney Centre Review. The review
aims to identify and implement policies/strategies to ensure that the North Sydney
Centre retains and strengthens its role as a key component Sydney’s global
economic arc, remains the principle economic engine of Sydney’s North Shore, and
becomes a more attractive, sustainable and vibrant place for residents, workers and
businesses.
The review consists of a number of studies, which includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic and Pedestrian Management Study
Land Use and Strategic Vision Review
Public Domain Review
Late Night Trading and Small Bars Study
Capacity and Built Form Study
Promotion and Marketing Study
Events and Activity Review

As part of the review, Council is seeking to engage a suitably qualified traffic and
transport consultant to complete a detailed Traffic and Pedestrian Management
Study.
The existing traffic management plan for the North Sydney Centre was completed by
URaP – TTW in 2005.

2
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STUDY AREA

North Sydney Centre is focused around its commercial core and is the 2nd largest
office market in Sydney and the 7th largest office market in Australia.
It is well serviced by public transport with frequent rail services to North Sydney
station as well access to a number of bus services. However the centre experiences
high levels of traffic, particularly during peak times on weekdays. This traffic is largely
attributed to commuters coming to/from the Sydney CBD via the centre as well a
number of direct trips to the centre from workers/visitors.
The centre experiences high levels of pedestrian traffic from workers, residents and
visitors. Given the size of the centre, nearly all internal trips within the centre are
made by foot.
As the North Sydney Centre Review is focused on promoting the future economic
vitality of the area, the Traffic and Pedestrian Management Study should be focused
on improving the experience for pedestrians within the centre whilst ensuring that any
works will not have a detrimental impact to traffic flow. The impact to the surrounding
road and transport network and the implications that any works would have to that
overall network must also be considered.
Consideration should be given to the education institutions adjoining the centre,
including those facilities to the north such as Monte St Angelo Girls School and
Wenona Girls School, and the ‘education precinct’ to the east which includes of the
North Sydney Demonstration School, Australian Catholic University and the Shore
School.
3
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The project requires a detailed traffic and pedestrian management study to be
provided. The key objectives of this study are to:
• Assess the current performance of the road network in terms of ;
o overall traffic volume;
o traffic flow;
o intersection performance;
o networks ability to handle increases in traffic from recently approved
developments;
• Promote pedestrian activity within the centre through improved pedestrian
linkages and amenity, particularly along major streets such as Berry Street,
Pacific Highway, Miller Street and Walker Street;
• Identify traffic/pedestrian works which will;
o improve pedestrian amenity;
o where possible improve overall traffic operation;
o improve the overall vitality of the North Sydney Centre; and
o integrate pedestrian movements to adjoining precinct areas.
• Assess the current locations of bus stops and develop strategies to improve
access to these stops and improve pedestrian movability near these stops;
• Activate laneways and side streets for increased pedestrian activity;
• Promote activity within the centre outside of core business hours;
• Test and determine the capacity of the road network to accommodate a
number of potential traffic works;

4

PROJECT TASKS

Stage 1
4.1
Outline existing transport network;
An overview of the existing transport network in North Sydney should be provided.
This should include a basic overview of all transport infrastructure within the North
Sydney centre and identify major travel routes.
A summary of all relevant strategies/policies and their implications should also be
provided.
4.2
Detail current trip activity to/from the centre;
The study should identify existing travel behaviour from worker/residents/visitors to
and from the centre, in terms of:
•
•
•
•

mode of transport;
destination within the centre;
origin of trip;
duration of trip; and
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•

purpose of trip.

4.3
Assess existing traffic conditions within the centre;
A detailed understanding of traffic conditions in the centre should be provided by:
•
•
•

describing the existing road network and traffic restrictions;
assessing existing traffic counts and where required undertaking relevant
traffic counts during observed peak periods to determine the overall traffic
volume;
review the performance of key intersections;

4.4
Assess pedestrian activity within the centre
An evaluation of the current pedestrian activity within the centre is required to identify
highly used intersections and key pedestrian linkages.
An assessment should also be undertaken to identify intersections which are under
stress or will likely experience stress in the future. This should include commentary
regarding the effectiveness of the existing pedestrian management infrastructure and
an assessment of whether Council should remove the splitter islands at the
intersections of Pacific Highway/Miller Street and Pacific Highway/Walker Street.
The study should also review existing street level amenity and identify works to
improve the experience for pedestrians. There should be a focus on the major roads
of Berry Street, Pacific Highway, Miller Street and Walker Street.
4.5
Car Parking, Loading Bays & Taxi Ranks
The current provision and arrangements for car parking, loading bays and taxi ranks
should be assessed.
This should determine if the existing facilities are sufficient or if greater space needs
to be allocated that would should seek to improve the operation of the traffic network
and facilitate a greater uptake of activity outside of core business hours.
4.6
Bicycle Network
A summary of current bicycle infrastructure within the centre such as bicycle parking
facilities must be provided. This should include considerations arising from the North
Sydney Integrated Cycling Strategy.
4.7
Assess Public Transport Infrastructure
The report should recommend how access to this infrastructure could be improved.
This should include commentary on the existing locations of bus stops within the
centre and whether relocation of these stops would improve pedestrian
amenity/access and traffic flow.
4.8
Assess the implications of future developments
There are 3 developments in the commercial core that have been approved under
the previous Part 3A development assessment process. These developments are as
follows:
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•
•
•

90 – 100 Mount Street (MP08/0241)
Shopping World - 1 Denison Street (MP08/0238)
177 – 199 Pacific Highway (DA 205/11)

In addition, there are a number of developments in the Mixed Use zone which are
approved/under construction. These developments consist primarily of residential
accommodation with a small amount of commercial floorspace on the lower levels.
These developments are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

156-158 Pacific Hwy (DA 291/11)
211-223 Pacific Hwy (DA 343/12)
144-150 Walker Street (DA 112/12)
239-247 Pacific Hwy (DA 145/11)
136 - 142 Walker Street (DA 47/11)
225 Miller Street (DA 658/06)
144-148 & 150 Pacific Highway (DA 467/11)

The study should assess the cumulative traffic generation from these developments
and an assessment on the networks ability to handle this increase in density and any
potential traffic flow problems.
4.9
Community Research
To better understand the existing operation of the North Sydney Centre, direct
research should be undertaken with the community. This research should be
undertaken with pedestrians to identify:
•
•
•

problem intersections;
missing pedestrian linkages;
potential traffic calming works;

This research should be scheduled in 2013.
4.10 Summary & Preliminary Recommendations
On completion of the above tasks, the consultant should provide detailed findings of
the above research to Council.
This should include number of preliminary recommendations for potential works for
Council’s consideration. The recommendations should be focused largely on
improving pedestrian amenity/movability, particularly on the major streets such as
Berry Street, Pacific Highway, Miller Street and Walker Street.
These recommendations may include:
•
•
•

Traffic works;
New pedestrian infrastructure/linkages;
New transport infrastructure/upgrades to existing infrastructure;

Council will then determine which of the proposed recommendations will be further
assessed.
Stage 2
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4.8
Test the capacity of the network to accommodate potential traffic works;
Once the traffic works which are to be further investigated have been agreed upon, a
detailed assessment should be undertaken to ascertain the implications of the
proposed works. This should include modelling to test a number of different
scenarios.
The assessment of the proposed works should consider overall impact that they have
on the whole of the North Sydney Centre and not simply consider the implications for
a specified intersection.
Education Precinct Study
Council recently completed the ‘Education Precinct Study’, which is adjoining the
centre. Council engaged a traffic consultant as part of this project to complete the
“Education Precinct Traffic Impact Study”. This study recommended a number of
traffic works for this precinct.
This study should undertake further work to determine the implications of the
following recommendations:
•

•

•

All movements interchange at Berry Street/Pacific Highway
o An all movements interchange at this location was recommended to
alleviate traffic on Bay Road and Edward Street.
The study should determine whether an intersection at this location
would encourage more traffic into the precinct from cars travelling
from Waverton who are looking travel onto the Sydney Harbour Bridge
via Berry Street. These cars currently have to turn right onto the
Pacific Highway from Bay Road.
Share zone on Napier Street, Charles Street & Oak Street
o A shared zone on these streets was recommended to promote greater
pedestrian amenity, particularly for ACU students. The study should
determine whether a shared zone at this location would not have a
detrimental impact to parking and traffic flow.
Additional Southbound bus stops on Pacific Highway
o Currently there are no southbound bus stops on the Pacific Highway
between West Street and Walker Street. The study should assess the
implications of locating additional bus stops along this portion of road.

North Sydney Integrated Cycling Strategy
The study should also investigate the findings of the ‘North Sydney Integrated
Cycling Strategy’ that relate to the North Sydney Centre.
An assessment should be undertaken to determine the likely impact on traffic should
any of the proposed routes be introduced.
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Stage 3
4.9
Final recommendations
From the findings from Stage 2, the report should then provide a number of final
recommendations to Council for traffic/pedestrian works. These recommendations
should be practical and include works that Council would be able to implement in the
future.
These recommendations should also include commentary regarding the likely future
traffic conditions in the North Sydney Centre.
5

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

The following documents may assist the study:
5.1

Planning framework
• North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2013
• North Sydney Development Control Plan 2013

5.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport strategies and studies
North Sydney Traffic Strategy 1993
North Sydney Strategic Traffic and Transport Study 1999
Pedestrian Network & Amenity Study 1999
North Sydney Sustainable Transport Action Plan 2010-13
Public Domain Strategy - North Sydney Centre (Traffic Management Plan)
Education Precinct Traffic Impact Study
North Sydney Integrated Cycling Strategy

5.3
Development applications and other known proposals
The consultant should be aware of recent development approvals and other
proposals currently under consideration in the centre. Council will provide a copy of
relevant traffic reports relating to these development applications at the
commencement of this study.
6

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

6.1
Methodology
The submission should propose a methodology that addresses each of the project
tasks outlined in this document and a proposed timeframe to complete these tasks.
Any assumptions used in modelling traffic movement should be clearly identified in
the report. With regards to site visits and traffic/pedestrian counts, the work must be
undertaken at peak times.
6.2
Competitive Fee
The submission is to include an itemised fee proposal, clearly setting out the costs
involved in undertaking the project.
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Please provide a list of hourly rates for members of the project team.
6.3
Previous Experience
Please provide details of similar studies which your company has previously
completed.
6.4
Timeliness
All outputs are to be negotiated with Council upon appointment. However estimates
of timeframes should be provided in the quote.
6.5
Insurance
The submission is to include certificates of currency for:
• public liability insurance, with a limit of indemnity of at least $10,000,000
(AUD);
• professional indemnity insurance, with a limit of indemnity of at least
$10,000,000 (AUD); and
• workers compensation insurance.
6.6
Submission Lodgement
Submissions should be submitted electronically at council@northsydney.nsw.gov.au,
addressed to the General Manager and labelled ‘North Sydney Centre Traffic and
Pedestrian Study’.
Your submission and fee proposal should be submitted to Council by 5pm on (insert
date).
7

DELIVERABLES

Two hard copies and an electronic copy of the report are to be provided.
Separate electronic copies of any graphics used in the report should be made
available in PDF or JPEG format, at Council’s request.
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CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT

8.1
Copyright
Council will be the exclusive copyright owner of all material arising out of the project.
8.2
Conflict of Interest
Any conflict of interest must be disclosed to the Council prior to appointment.
8.3
Agreement
The consultant is required to sign an agreement with Council that incorporates the
agreed methodology, timeframe and fee.
8.4
Indemnities
The service agreement will require the following clause to be included:
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[The service provider] holds North Sydney Council (hereinafter "Council")
harmless, and releases and indemnifies Council from and against all actions,
suits, claims, demands, costs, charges, and expenses for which Council and its
servants and agents may be held liable in respect of any loss, damage,
accident or injury of whatever nature or kind and however sustained or
occasioned and whether to property or persons in connection with this service
agreement, but excluding such liability arising from any negligent act, default
or omission on the part of Council and its servants and agents, either solely or
in contribution thereto.

8.5
Termination
Council reserves the right to terminate the agreement for any reason by notice in
writing effective immediately.
8.6
Variations
The agreement may only be varied in writing and both parties shall sign such
variations.
8.7
Compliance with Council’s Procurement Policy
Consultants are required to comply with Council’s Procurement Policy.
This document can be found on the North Sydney Council website at
www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au
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North Sydney Centre
Marketing and Advertising Strategy

Consultant Brief
September 2013
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BACKGROUND

North Sydney Council has commenced the North Sydney Centre Review. The review
aims to identify and implement policies/strategies to ensure that the North Sydney
Centre retains and strengthens its role as a key component Sydney’s global
economic arc, remains the principle economic engine of Sydney’s North Shore, and
becomes a more attractive, sustainable and vibrant place for residents, workers and
businesses.
The review consists of a number of studies/projects, which includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic and Pedestrian Management Study
Land Use and Strategic Vision Review
Public Domain Review
Late Night Trading and Small Bars Study
Capacity and Built Form Study
Promotion and Marketing Study
Events and Activity Review.

As part of the review, Council is seeking to engage an experienced consultant to
complete a Marketing and Advertising Strategy and implement an advertising
campaign.
Council previously undertook a marketing and advertising campaign in 2005 after it
was recommended under the ‘North Sydney Demand Study’, which was completed
by Urbis in 2004. The campaign was successful in promoting the North Sydney
Centre to businesses and ensuring its continued vitality.
An updated version of the demand study (known as the North Sydney Commercial
Centre Study) was completed by Urbis in February 2013. One of the key
recommendations of this study was for Council to revitalise the marketing strategy to
publicise the benefits of the North Sydney CBD to existing and potential tenants,
investors, building owners & managers, which focused on:
•
•
•
•

The central location of North Sydney CBD within ‘Global Sydney’ and the
‘Global Economic Arc’.
Access to a highly qualified white collar workforce
Competitiveness of rental levels in North Sydney versus Sydney CBD
locations;
Current and future improved accessibility to rail transport, including future
accessibility to workers located in the North West Growth Centre on
completion of the North West Rail Link;
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STUDY AREA

North Sydney is one of Australia’s most established commercial centres and is the
2nd largest office market in Sydney and the 7th largest office market in Australia.
The centre thrives on the key factors of being in close proximity to the Sydney CBD,
the critical mass of existing businesses and its excellent public transport links. It is
identified as being part of ‘Global Sydney’ and the ‘Global Economic Arc’ in the
Metropolitan Plan for Sydney and is seen somewhat as an alternative to the Sydney
CBD.
The centre has performed well in recent years, which is reflected in its generally low
vacancy rates and strong rental returns. However the centre still has issues to
address. These include the fear that the building stock is generally older, which has
resulted in a shortage of high grade building stock and a perception that the centre is
‘lifeless’ outside of core business hours.
3

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The North Sydney Centre Review will include a number of different studies and
projects to further revitalise the centre. Under the review, the marketing and
advertising campaign seeks to raise the profile of North Sydney and to promote a
clear and meaningful direction.
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The previous marketing and advertising in 2005 was targeted primarily towards
commercial development and attracting businesses to the centre. However this
campaign will be targeted towards a broader audience, including the new and
arriving residential population and other parties that will generate greater and varied
activity within the centre.
The objectives of the marketing and advertising study are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Reposition the North Sydney Centre with a clear strategic direction;
Establish a brand for the North Sydney Centre to be promoted to all of the
identified stakeholders;
Publicise the benefits of North Sydney to workers, tenants, investors, building
owners, developers and residents;
Develop strategies for advertising to attract new tenants and retain existing
tenants,
Promote further development and investment in the centre;
Devise strategies to address any negative perceptions regarding the centre;
Identify and develop suitable mediums to be utilised in any advertising
campaign.

TARGET AUDIENCE

The marketing and advertising campaign should appeal to the following audiences:
•
•
•
•
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Workers
Local residents
Tenants (current and prospective)
Investors, Building Owners and Developers

PROJECT TASKS

Development of a Brand
The first stage of the project is to clearly identify a ‘brand’ for the North Sydney
Centre to be utilised in the advertising campaign. This ‘brand’ must be unique and
specific to the North Sydney Centre and must also be able appeal to all of the
identified audiences.
The brand should achieve the following:
Identifies Key Factors for Promotion
The branding should highlight which key factors in the North Sydney Centre are to be
promoted. It should include the characteristics which were already identified the
‘North Sydney Commercial Centre Study’ and are as follows:
•

Increasing residential population in the fringe mixed use developments.
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•
•
•
•

The central location of North Sydney CBD within ‘Global Sydney’ and the
‘Global Economic Arc’.
Access to a highly qualified white collar workforce.
Competitiveness of rental levels in North Sydney versus Sydney CBD
locations.
Current and future improved accessibility to rail transport, including future
accessibility to workers located in the North West Growth Centre on
completion of the North West Rail Link.

It should also identify the best way to highlight these key characteristics. The
advertising campaign should also promote the ongoing North Sydney Centre Review
and the initiatives/studies which are being undertaken as part of this review.
Distinguish it from other Centres
The brand should distinguish the benefits of North Sydney in comparison to other
commercial centres in Sydney. This should include strategies to distinguish the
centre from competing markets such as Macquarie Park and the CBD Western
Corridor, which are seen to be the greatest threat to North Sydney.
The ‘North Sydney Commercial Centre Study’ has already undertaken a comparison
to the other major centres in Sydney, which should be utilised.
Address any negative perceptions
There are still some negative perceptions associated with the North Sydney Centre.
In particular there is the perception that the centre is ‘lifeless’ outside of business
hours. The North Sydney Centre review is focused on promoting the overall vitality of
the centre and is looking to implement a number of initiatives to generate greater
activity outside of business hours.
The strategy should determine how to address these negative perceptions and
devise strategies to encourage more people to shop and dine in the centre on
weekends and after hours.
Council has recently sought to increase the residential population in the centre by
promoting greater residential development in the Mixed Use zone, adjoining the
commercial core. This has seen over 1,000 additional dwelling approved in the
centre over the last decade. The strategy should highlight this future increase in
residents and the benefits it will bring to the overall vitality of the centre.
The document should also identify strategies to highlight existing facilities within the
centre such as the existing gyms, cafes, bars, shops etc as well promote other
facilities located in the adjoining suburbs which are easily accessible from the centre.
Appeals to Residents
Whilst the campaign is primarily focused around the commercial market in the centre,
the strategy should also provide recommendations as to how to also appeal to the
growing residential market.
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The campaign should highlight the benefits of the North Sydney Centre to residents
and encourage them to shop, dine and utilise the various facilities in the centre.
Marketing
Once the ‘brand’ for the North Sydney Centre has been established, the next stage of
the project is to determine how this brand will be marketed to the targeted audiences.
Identify Suitable Media
It is expected that a number of different channels will be utilised in the advertising
and marketing campaign. The campaign may include printed advertisements, flyers,
brochures, posters, radio advertisements and television advertisements.
The strategy should determine what mediums are to be utilised and the mix of how
they are utilised.
Develop Visual Narrative
A key component of the advertising campaign is to establish a clear and consistent
visual narrative. Whilst it is expected that the campaign will utilise a number of
different mediums, the design and overall imagery used across the campaign should
be consistent and clearly identify the ‘brand’ which is being promoted.
The majority of photos used in the campaign should be of North Sydney and not be
stock images.
Timing of Campaign
It is envisaged that the advertising campaign will begin February/March 2014.
The strategy should also provide some recommendations as to the timeframes for
the campaign to be undertaken.
Parties Involved
The marketing strategy should determine whether the campaign is a stand alone or
co-operative campaign with other stakeholders.
Other
The strategy should identify how the campaign can be transferred across to other
channels such as conferences, seminars etc. Imagery used in the advertising
campaign may also be used in street signage and banners.
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AVAILABLE INFORMATION

The following documents may assist the project:
General Documents
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•
•
•

North Sydney Commercial Centre Study, Urbis – February 2013
North Sydney Centre Economic Study, Hill PDA – August 2013
Previous Marketing and Advertising Material

Planning framework
• North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2013
• North Sydney Development Control Plan 2013
• Metropolitan Plan for Sydney 2036
• Draft Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney to 2031
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Previous Experience
Please provide details of where you have completed a similar marketing campaign
which was promoting a particular place or location.
If your company has not completed a place based campaign, please provide other
examples of other marketing campaigns which demonstrate the necessary skills to
undertake this project.
Methodology
The submission should propose a methodology as to how you would address the
project tasks.
Competitive Fee
The submission is to include an itemised fee proposal, clearly setting out the costs
involved in undertaking the project.
Please provide a list of hourly rates for members of the project team.
Timeliness
All outputs are to be negotiated with Council upon appointment. However estimates
of timeframes should be provided in the quote.
Insurance
The submission is to include certificates of currency for:
• public liability insurance, with a limit of indemnity of at least $10,000,000
(AUD);
• professional indemnity insurance, with a limit of indemnity of at least
$10,000,000 (AUD); and
• workers compensation insurance.
Submission Lodgement
Submissions should be submitted electronically at council@northsydney.nsw.gov.au,
addressed to the General Manager and labelled ‘North Sydney Centre Marketing and
Advertising Strategy’.
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Your submission and fee proposal should be submitted to Council by 5pm on (insert
date).
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DELIVERABLES

Details regarding what material is to be delivered will be determined during the
course of the project.
A brief document which clearly illustrates the direction of the advertising and
marketing campaign should be provided to Council. This document should detail
what the ‘brand’ of North Sydney and how it will be promoted. This should include an
explanation of the how this ‘brand’ was identified as well as the images, logos and
overall imagery to be used in the advertising campaign.
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CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT

Copyright
Council will be the exclusive copyright owner of all material arising out of the project.
Conflict of Interest
Any conflict of interest must be disclosed to the Council prior to appointment.
Agreement
The consultant is required to sign an agreement with Council that incorporates the
agreed methodology, timeframe and fee.
Indemnities
The service agreement will require the following clause to be included:
[The service provider] holds North Sydney Council (hereinafter
"Council") harmless, and releases and indemnifies Council from and
against all actions, suits, claims, demands, costs, charges, and
expenses for which Council and its servants and agents may be held
liable in respect of any loss, damage, accident or injury of whatever
nature or kind and however sustained or occasioned and whether to
property or persons in connection with this service agreement, but
excluding such liability arising from any negligent act, default or
omission on the part of Council and its servants and agents, either
solely or in contribution thereto.
Termination
Council reserves the right to terminate the agreement for any reason by notice in
writing effective immediately.
Variations
The agreement may only be varied in writing and both parties shall sign such
variations.
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Compliance with Council’s Procurement Policy
Consultants are required to comply with Council’s Procurement Policy.
This document can be found on the North Sydney Council website at
www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au.
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